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Feature lune on Imiusive Education (Preschool-lst Grade)

0, Early Education: Which Path to Inclusion?
ce4 by May A. McEvoy, Carla Peterson, and &wit McCatnell
111Z11

Early chikThood special educe-
=I lion is w a cross-roads. Over the
rail past few years we have seem mad

expansion in services to young
chikken with disabilities. In fact,
the mandate fw services is nearly
nationwkle for children ages diree
to five. Further, we have an array
of programmatic options and
models for serving these children in
integrated settings. Finally,
researchers in the field are exerting
unprecedented effmts to evaluate
and refine these pmgram femurs
and models to ensure magimally
effective services in the least
restrictive enviremment for all
young chikken with disabilities. As
school districts and parents consider
classrooms and programs that serve
children with and without disabib-
ties as a first placement option in
meeting the spirit of "least restric-
tive enviromnent", the question
arises: What is the best model fix
assuring successful placement in
integmted programs?

Clearly there is no one best
model. However, it appears that
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From the Editors:

This issz of IMPACT fiicuses on
inchnive akication for young cilia=

with disabilities. In these pages,
parents, program administrators,
researchers, and educators share
infonnatitm about different ways
that families and professionals
have igine about the pax= of
including children with aid
without disabilities in educational
and child care settings. Thae is
no one best model and there are
no strategies that guarantee rapid
and easy success. There is,
however, a common element in
the efforts profiled her: success,
canes largely dwough collaocra-
ticsi between many people wiry
agencies. We hope that tht ex-
amples of collaboration arid the
strategies presented here will
Frovide direction and encourage-
ment to readers who we imdertak-
ing the process of inchiding
cliikken with disabilities in early
childhaxl piograms.

This is the fart of a two-part
IMPACT series focusing on in-
clusive education; the second
feature issue emphasizing inclu-
sive education for K-I2 will be
available in September 1991.

Anne EiNe (left), the fins stadeat wbb severe es-
*Mks to be fay Integrated into her first
dassroom, shares with a elassasate the eseltement of
soma In a computer game. See story on page 3.

there are a number of "best practices" that should be used when designing and im-
plementing integrated Ingram. Five best practices that individually have been
shown to be important comments of successful integrated programs me:

%Jo
0%, Use of envhonmental and organizationat design principles.
'Z Social integration of students with/without disabilities.

Inclusion of families.
4°)

Use of a tramdisciplinary team approach.

ti Use of a fimcticatal data-based instructional curriculum that can be applied in14 variety of naturalistic and instrartional settings.
Path, continued on page 15
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2 Family Pryfiks

The Struggle, The Reward:
Two Families' Experiences with Inclusion

The benefits of imlusimi for children Ivith disabilities are well documented. The 441 of access MI those benefits is not,

however, inunpreted in the same manner firm': setting to setting. On these paws Inv families share the stories of their efforts

to obtain inchuive education Pr their daughters. While both Amities have overcome many barriers, one family Li now en-

joying the rewards of their persistence while the other is still facing incredible obstacles to meeting their child's educational,

social, and developmental needs

Trying to Keep Hope Alive, by Debru Caproll

From dr very moment I found out my child had a rk.-

velopmental disability, I began to =Witte myself about her

disability and the best educational metho.:$ for working with

a child like her. lo daughter, Elizabeth, now 6 years old,
has Rett Syndrome, which is a rare neurological disorder in

girls. I immediately tried to sunound myself with persons
knowledgable about her disability and became fiiemis with

several pmfessors in special education from a imiversity

raw my home. Before Elizabeth entemd die publk school

system I had heard the phrases "limst restrictive environ-

ment". "integration". "inclusicar, and "mainstreaming". I

knew what they meant in tesms of their definitions, and I
Fomoted tlwir existence. But I still had re comeptitm as to

how integration could benefit Eliz:abeth. She has severe to
profmard mental retardation and no reasonable fonn of corn-
mimication. When she entered the public school system at

age 4, she still had poor eye cimtact and did not respond to
simple commarals, such as "come here". How could a child

hie Elizabeth benefit from integration? How could she
make friends? How would the other children play with her?

I couldn't visualize how integration could work for her.
Elizabeth went through two school years of no mean-

ingful integration with tYPioallY develoPing age-aPlsoPriate
peas. Children from her self-contained classroom ate in the
lunchroom with the rest of the school, but they rat at a
separate table, noticeably and physically separated from the

rest of the hmchroom by being positioned perpendicular to
the rest of the tables. Elizabeth's class went out to a play-

ground where there were typically developing children, but

she was left to "wander" the area during recess, and no

planned or meaningful integration took place.
It was not imtil last summer, when we placed Elizabeth

in 3 regular kindergarten classroom at a church school year-
L.,ad program that I began to really understand the difkr-
ence integration can mean for our family. The Department
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation in our state had

started a program where they paid an "assistant" of the
parole choice to go with the child to an integrated sunamer

program. We picked out this particular program due to the
enthusiasm of the director and kindergarten teacher in
meeting dr challenge, and due to the physical proximity to

our home. The special educaticm teacher we hired sat down

with the class dr second day Elizabeth was there mai

explained to them that Elizabeth had a disability, but that

she was just like the rest of them: she had a home, a pet, and

her own mom.
We began to see a diffaence in Elizabeth at home that

very first week. She mAde htsself mon involved in the
chily activities going cm at home. She would come sit with

the rest of the family and initiate eye contact with us, and
generally comnamiciaed her needs much better by eye-

pointing Her temperament also improved After a few

weeks, I began to observe her in class and noticed that the

special eakcation teacher had farkd back and the kindergar-

ten children were talking and playing with Elizabeth as if
she did not have a disability. She respowled by following

their lead in many wtivities, including art, playtimes, and

lunch. I was amazed one day when the class was out on the

playground and the kindergarten teacher called dr children

to line up to go back inside. My first reaction was tsa find

Elizabeth, take her by hand and physically move her into the

line, as I had always done. To my amazement, she had

followed the lead of the other children and had lined herself

up with them and was standing these very patiently waiting

to go inside. It was then that I began to have real hope for
Elizabeth's future. Slw was making ogress and the
difference was simple - she was placed in a "normalized"

environment with age-appropriate, typically developing

peers. It was obvious thst she would only learn by seeing

other children doing what we had been instructing her to do
all along. Just telling her how to act appropnately was not
enou0, and perhaps our conammication was not meaning-

ful to her. She needed the other chikken to be her model.
While many parents across the comity are repating

bow they have waked cooperatively with their school

systems to design intepined poplins, it has ham a km&
hard struggle fox us with ors local school system. In

general, they have resisted ow efforts to have Elizabeth

integrated into a regular kinderputen classroom for a good

portion of the day at her school of zone. After refusing our
requests for inclusion at several staffings, we were left with

no alternative but to try and resolve Elizabeth's placemein
issue through the Due Process Hearing arena. Ow evidence

Hope, continued on page 11



Realizing the VIshon, by Gary Ellis aid Dan ICozlak

'At school Annie's frields greet her with her own 'Hi'
signal, vertical palm foe* firrnami ;Then it's her non in a
cancnthir gam., classmates place her hand on tiw switch,
awn nuthe her ;wit while they take theii turns. r she slides
to one side of ker chah; they push her back up with a casual
shove Her 24 classmates enjoy being her helper and one,
Caroline Becker, non= Annie a s one cf her thre e frvorite
/*mit (t. Paul Pioneer Ness, "Retarded Girl Finds Her
Place in Real World", by Ann Naker, October 10, 1990).

These successes of integrative education ecogram-
ming were rearamted in a recent newspaper article abod ow
daugkter's school pmgrant Annie was the first student with
severe mental and physical disabilities n) be fully included
in hrx neighborhood kindergarten and first giark class in the
Mounds View School District. Such successes are powerful
reinforcement for the hard work and commitment of school
staff students, and parents - essential ingredients for an
effective inteinated education program.

We have two dsughters attending the Turtle Lake
Elementary School: Marto, age 10 and Anne, age 6. They
are great suppon for one another and, like all kids, have
their own special needs for frianls and acceptance. How-
ever, because Anne was born with developmental disabili-
ties she has had to overcome many baniers to her full
participatiat in school life.

Dining the first three years of her life Anne received
thempy and other programming services through the St.
Paul and North Subutban DAC. After she turned three,
new legislation went into effect that required local school
districts to provide misnaming fix children with disabili-
ties. Our school district contracted with Special District 916
to crovide senices to Anne al a segregated site. Although
we were pleased with the progranuning that Anne was re-
ceiving, we found the segregated site lacking in many ways.
Since none of the children in Anne's classroom talked or
were ambulatory, the only verbal communication and role
models for her WM her teaduss.

Her life was without playmates or friends. Since her
pre-school experience was outside of the neighborhood
setting, she did not have oppcdunitiks to make friends with
other children in her neighborhood. We decided we wanted
more for Anne when she entered kindergarten and elemen-
tary school

This d ...ision began a process that spanned over one
year to convince Mounds View School District officials to
provide services for Arme in her neighborhood school. The
process of expressing our vision for Anne resulted in a very
positive team approach to beginning an inclusive education
project in our district.

Anne began kindergarten and then first glade by riding
to school on the sax bus as her classmates and joining
them full time in the regular class:man. Our pain of

Family Profiks 3

wartgag the isolatket of Anne's life changes to the excite-
ment of seeks her surrounded by odur chikken who were
drawn to her unkreness and enjoyed her friendship.

How is tire integrated learning recess working out in
the classroom? It is benefitting all the children. For
instance, siOCC Anne rues sign Imiguage to conummicate
there has bear great interest from her classmates to nce only
learn Iner signs, but sign language in general. Students often
come up tO Anne and show her the new signs they have
learned. Studems also have become actively involved in
adapting Ann's anima= to fit her needs. One day in art
Anne was having difficulty gluing paper together. A
clasunate came tq, with the klea of using a painthmsh to
apply the glue. In addition, Arm's classmates have really
learned the an of patience as well as tolerance. They not
only will wait for Anne to respreid rather than answer for
her, but appear more tolerant to the diffizrences of other
peers in dm class. Very seldom are negative things said
about other pecple in the class.

Along with the interaction with her peers at school, we
have be= pleasantly surprised to find that Anne has new
friendships outside of school. She has been invited to the
birthday parties of her friends, boys and girls Edam When
we attend school or amummity &micas, childnu cane
over to say hello to Anne and introduce her to their families

We have been amazed to see the many changes taking
place in Anne. She has become more interested in commu-
nicating her needs, both verbal"), and with sign languAge-
She is also more mdivated to be weight and learn to walk.
We believe this increased motivation is due largely to the
role models of her peers and kw desire to bite= with
them.

These everienus have certainly convinced us of the
value and naturalness of integrated programming It is a
constant challenge to facilitate this learning process and we
ate thankfid for the enthusiasm and dedication of the profs.
140138.18 who have been part of Anne's team. We are al,-
thankful for the openness of Anne's classmates who accept
her for her abilities. Most of all we are very proud of Anne
who plays the key role in all of these efforts. ger sister
Mario wrote about AMC in a way that rams ep all of our
sentiments: 9 am thankfid for my sister. I think that if my
sister was not hanidicapped, I wouldn't be half the penion I
am. My parents have helped me lam more about disabili-
ties. My sister gets into my stuff hie any that grader
would."

Contrthuted by Gary Ellis and Diane Kodak, Anne's
parents, who /Eve in Shoreview, Minnesota

4
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and picked up on ideas float them. Many were ifi child care
caters because pmems waked. Others were tagging along
on the delightful &visions of older chikken in dm*
neighbodinod They were in church nurseries on Stmday
mornings, drop-in chill care at malls, and part of parent mul
child playgroups run by parent educaticm centers. Those
settkp became aorta for early intervention strategres by
teams. Soon 100% of children were spending time each
week with non-delayed peas. Family members excitedly
recounted new adventures and staff passed on the creativity
of one 6mily to wirers.

lf readers weeder re what stage they may be regarding
inclusiai of yo..ing children, the statanans below may serve
to idemifi their present philosophy:

Sow I: Early interventam means plenty of specialized
Irelp at an emly age to reduce/nevem later problems;
there isn't time for typical settings.

Stage 2: Typical settings are helpful for older pies-
eltdolers with milder needs who will benefit from the
socialization.

Stage 3: Typical settings are helpful for preschoolers
with moderate and severe needs because of the natural
motivators and rich envimmnents that help all areas of
development.

Integration Philosophies/ Readings 5

Stage 4: All ages, including very young boddlers,
benefit from nondelayed peas due to the motivators of
active playmates and the focus on fimctional skills. We
can no longer deny children the culture of chiklImd by
demanding iinerventions take place in specialized
settings.

Stage 5: Typical peers and typical settings are the light
of all children needing early intervemion. Staff roles
aml expertise are stretched and altered for the better
becase of teaming to woik in context con fimetional
and vital skills. Good teamwork in typical settingx not
only addresses primary needs of chikhen, but helps
prevent secondary handicaps that derive from social
exclusion.

How can staff, friends, and neighbors join families in
this enckavor? Pahaps the biggest change can be a recogni-
tion that the earliest years of getting out and about may take
a bit more carnage, inventiveness, and swoon from all
concerned, but that the rewards shall indeed be great for all.

Contributed by Linda Kjerland. Project Dirertor, Dakota,
Inc., 680 O'Neill Drive, Eagan, MN 551 21.
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6 Early huerventkm

Early Intervention in Day Care Settings
by Alloy Beth Bruder

The natural gmup envimanun for infants and young
chikhen in axlay's society is commtmity arly chilthood
programs: child care programs, =say schools, play
groups, library gmups, and recreation groups. Congress has
reinforeed this maim by stating that early intervention
services for infants and toddlets with disabilities should be
piovided in the types of settings in which infants and
toddlas without disabilities would paticipate (Seeded)
303.12(b), PL. 99457). Additionally, Part El of P.L 99-
457 affmns the requirement that preschool childien with
disabilities must receive
grecial education and related
services within least restrictive
settings. This has pmvided the
invents for many early inter-
vention raograms to expand
savices into non-speciatized

=I toddlers with moderate to severe disabilities receiving
early inwrventkat savices within day care perms. The
Early Childhood Specal Education Commtmity Integration
Project and the Inservice Meaning Model for Day Care Staff
(bath federally funded model demonsnation injects at the
Univasity of Connecticut) have been waking with fami-
lies, day care providers, and DMR staff to design, imple-
matt, and evaluate early intervention services delivered
within clay care settings.

Cindy Barbary is one of the patents who has been
involved in dm projects

The use of child Care settings as early
intervention placements is one strategy that

seems to meet both the needs of families and
early intervention providers.

raxt-s igegated cantnunity programs, the most prevalent of
which are child care or (by care progmms.

The use of child care settings as early intir. vention
placements is one strategor that seems to meet both the needs
of families (few child care) and eariy intervention piovidem
(for approptiate placements). However, the use of this
model cannot be advocated without caution. Some day care
programs have problans that may be exacerbated by this
practice (e.g., faihur to meet licensing regulatiats cdt child-
adult ratios; high staff turnover; inaccessible buildings). and
thus appnviate suppats must be in place to imam the
effective use of this strategy. Additionally, those wto are
involved in the Kovision of this service delivery model
must adapt to new ichras and roles if the early intervention is
to be successful. For example, specialists from tire early
intervention team must learn to fimction as consultants to
the day care staff, and they must learn to design, implement,
and evaluate interventions within typical early childhood
Foram maims. These intetventions will also necessitate
a broadened focus on peer and environmental mediatice as
opposed to teacher directed learning. Liewise, day care
staff may have to become more systematic in their interac-
tions with children and their use of environmental designs
and adaptations when itaxdpotating chikhen with disabili-
ties imo day aue settings. Lastly, families of children with
disabilities may also have to adapt their intervention
expectations to accommodate a more generalized focus on
socialization and learning as opposed to a traditional focus
In isolated therapeutic interventions.

For the past four years the Connecticut Department of
Mental Retardation (DMR) has been providing early
intervention seivices to young children with disabilities
within conmnatity settings. There are cunently 200 infants

since their inception. Her
daughter, Tata, who has
Down syndreane, is now five
yeas old and meals haler-
ganen in her neighborhood
school (in which all the

chikhen have learned to sign to corrammicate with trer) with
the assistance of a teacher's aid and a combination of direct
and consultative special education and related services. Ac-
colding to Cindy:

"Tam's placement in a "normal" early childhood setting
from age two was the most bax-ficial aspect of her edu-
cation thus far. Not only did she le Int all the social
graces necessary for inclusion in society, she made
frier& arneng her typical age-approiniate peer greep,
relationships that condi= to grow as she ages. Educa-
tionally, Tam has learned more in the integrated
envininment than she would ever have learned in a
segregated classroom. I wish her inclusion was not
"experimentar, but rather the nonn for all haalicapped
children. Tam will soon be entering first grade with her
age-aptropriate peer group. This is a direct result of
her integration since day one in normal settir.gs."

The many challenges inherent ta. the delivery of early
intervention services within day care settings must be
systematically addressed As a result of the experiences in
Connecticut, a number of positive practices have been
identified that facilitate the effective implementation of this
model. These include:

A philosophical commitment to tlre belief that children
with disabilities and chili:hen without disabilities can
lean and play together in day care poplins.

A system of collaborakin and communication with :Li

agencies involved with the child and family (e.g., early
interventiem, medical services, social services).

A corasistent, ongoing system for family involvement



A system of cross disciplinary team planning (including
day care staff), service delivery, and comnamicatiat

A well-constructed, integrated, individualized education
program or 1FSP that focuses on child strengths, and
includes the necessary supports to amble the child to
continue to learn in the day care environment (e.g., en-
viromnental adaptations, supplementary teacher aids,
teclmological assistance).

A consistent and arguing system for training and staff
development fts- early intervention staff, day care staff,
families, and (if appropriate), children.

Early intervention 7

Integrated instructional delivery of educ*anal awl
related services across day care activities and routines.

A comprehensive system for evaluating the effects of
the pogrom on families, all children, and staff

This service model has resulted in a number of positive
outcomes for infirm; and young chikken with disabilities.
Most importantly, their peers withots disabilities have had
the benefit of playing rod teaming beside infants and
toddlers who have disabilities.

Contributed by Mary Beth Braider, Director of Family
Sirport and Early hsterventkm. MR1/Dept. of Early inter.
vention, New York Medical College, Valhalla, NY 10595.

Integation: A
by

Cooperative Effort
Betty Kasel

It was a typical way to celebrate Earth Day, 1991.
The students in Stepping Stones preschool aral kindergar-
ten prognun were planting trees rm the hill behind the
school with the assistance of high sclmol students hum
the Groves Academy. Fmr some of the Stepping Stares
children it was quite an accomplishment to climb up the
back hill and to respond to the high school students'
questions about the tree planting process. Approxinuaely
one-third of the students enrolled at St4Iping Stones have
difficulty performing many tasks in the cognitive, com-
municative, motor, sensory, self-help, social, emotional,
and/or physical domains.

Steppim Stones was established in 1971 as an
integrated early childirood prognim. In 1982 it joined the
Groves Learning Center, a school fix children with
Waning and/or attentian problems. It is now an integral
component of Groves Learning Center and benefits frown
dre wide range of resources available to parents, students
and staff Stepping Stones also serves as an early
chikkood special education site for the St Louis Park.
Minnesoar, public school district which provides many
support services including occupational therapy, physical
therapy, adaptive physical education, and family therapy.
Because of its success as an integrated program, the
program has grown to inchrde students from other school
districts, and county, state, and professional agencies.

Stepping Stones curriculum is built amund a varekly
unit theme similar to other preschool/kindergarten pm-
grams. The difference is not so much in the content of
the currieulum, but in the method of presentation. A
hands-on approach is followed whereby children learn by
doing. Activities focus on comimmication, fixtuily,
construction, and artistic expression. Expaiences are not
only enjoyable but connected to further experiences.

Teachers follow a daily schedule that is structured to
balance active and calming activities. A pictoral schedule
is posted in the classmons and discussed daily. This
allows children to prepare for transitions as well as
schechrle variations. The chikkens' repertoire of songs is
also posted with pictoral ems so they can actively partici-
pate in music selections. Wherrever possible, multisen-
stay approaches and brief positive language is used to
facilitate laming. An envhasis is placed on enhancing
self-esteem through positive peer interacticas and suc-
cessfid learning expoiences. With a minimum 17 staflY
studeni nth°, irslividual needs can be nal in all areas of
development This individualized attenticar to children's
progress helps them to grow toward independence.

The inclusion of children with special needs gives an
extra dirnasion for all of the children enmiled in the
Stepping Stones Fogram. Close contacts with a child
with various difficulties teaches patience, sensitivity, and
understanding as no other experience can. As studans
question others' individual differences, the staff provides
simple and honest answers. Children learn they can help
as well as be helped. Once their questions are answered
they are able to evaluate their classmates as individual
pasonalities in an open, honest and accepting maimer. In
fact, when chikhen with special needs accomplish
difficult tasks, they have many peas to cheer them on.
As chikhen leam te understand individual diffwences,
they develop maturity, self-confidence, independence, and
a willingness to try new things. Our goal is to enable all
of our students to successfully merge life experiences as
they transition from our program into a private or public
kinderprtenifirst grade.

Contributed by Betty KaseL Director. Stepsuing Stones
Preschool, 3200 S. Hwy 100, St. Louis Par* MN 55416,
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Social Interaction Training for Young Children with Disabilities
Richard J. S;fekitzza

Preschool chikhen with disabilities are at significant

risk for problems in the development of social interaction

skills. As a result of early kerning problems and bitial skill
deficits, as well as Sapient educational placement in

=WOW settinp, the problems that these children
atperience my be expected to worsen and *tensity
throughout their lifetimes. The
end result comes at a signifi-
cant cost to the children, their
families, school, and society.
Recently, there has been a
conceited effixt to include
children with developmental
delays in 'swims that serve
typically developing children.

The first intervention, Envinumental Amusements, is

the initial building block for all intavention. The key

components of this inierverdion *chide limiting the
physics/ space or play sea, examining the Mine of dte play

activity or toys, and using developmentally heterogenous

play grows. The Enviromnental Amusements hi"
is an important pan of all die
interventions described nm.

Unfortunately, an integrated environment The am specific inteiven_

is often not a sufficient intervention in fkm incormutes rffeviously

and of itself to pminote social interaction men6med. cc.mmeWs Plusand

between children with disabilities and fil=s to Pm=
their more socially competent peers. dining strummed play groups.

A social skill training group for
buried chiktren provides vabal descriptions of behaviors
(e.g. sharing assisting. casanizing play, etc.) to be learned
along with opportunities for the chikhen with disabilities to

role play the newly learned skills.
The Peer-Mediated irtervention also incosporates the

Environmental Affanganents package, with the addition of
social skill training. Using this intervention, normally
developing peas are taught to tinect social initiations
toward classmstes who exlubit social interaction deficits.

Teachas prompt and provkle feectack to the normally
develoiing peer dining smictmed play groups.

The last intervention packing, the Comprehensive
Intavention, uses katures of each of the proceedthg thrae
intervention. This intervention ins:scuts the social skill
mini% for children with disabilities and peers into one
single lesson. Chiklren me taught new skilis and then
ptactice these social interaction skills in a more nohnsi
setting. Teacher; continue to support the social skills
learned by childien with disabilities and their peers dmigh
the use prompts mid fealback

This research project has focused on developing
effative and efficient interventions to promote social
hteraction skills. The interventions described above should
assist teachers in producing valid and lasting chew in the
social behavior of yomg child= with disabilities in
integrated settinp.

1
Unfortunately, an integrated environment is often not a
sufficitmt interventhm in and of itself to pmmote social

intraction between children with disabilities and their more
socially competent peas. In most cases, the physical envi-

ronment alone cannot reduce social behavior problems.
Typically devekning peers, fiuthermore, may not have been

instrialed on how to initiate or sustain social intaacticms

with chikken with developmental delays. Researchers haw
developed and evaluated ways to =Who mmy of these
social interaction problem. However, it has become
inaeasingly obvious that a gap exists between research
knowledge and dm pnictical application of intervention
features.

To bridp this gap between research studies and
implementation in preschool senings, the U.S. Department
of Educatices Office of Special Educatkon and Rehabilita-

tion Savices finided the "Social ha:section Training
Program for Youft Children with Handicaps" (SIP). This

four year Program Feature Project, under the direction of
Dr. Samuel Odom at Vanderbilt Univessin, and Dr. Scott

McConnell at the University of Minnesota, has looked at
ways to effectively translate research into practice. SIP

project staff, waking in close collaboration with early
childhood special education teachers in Minnesota and

Ter . awe, have initiated research activities that include a) a
descriptive study of the classoom environments; b) an
observational study of childien's social interactiome mrd c)

the design and implanentation of four intervention packaga
to teach sec..% interaction skills to young childien with and

without disdbilitia. These four interwmions ate called
Envier's:mental Ant:memo:I, Child-Specille, Peer-
Mediated, and Compenheenlw lethowntion. The four inter-
ventions can be viewed as separate htervention packages or
as a building block fm each successive program. What
follows is a brief description of each of these interventions.

Conribtoed by Richani J. Spine= Dodora/ Soden:,
Department of Eduattional Psychokey, University of
Mimeesota. For more *emotion about the SD' Proied
amtad Dr. Scott McConnell, N548 Mom Hail, iNversio,
of Mhmesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, or A. Samoa/
Odom, Box 328GPC, Peabody College/Vanderbilt
University, Yashville, 7N 37203.



Staff limining for Inclusion
by Dennis .1 Sykes

A federally fimded inservice training project in Ohio has
taken a &trent, and apparently successfid, appoach to staff
training Mated to the inclusion of yotmg children with
disabilities in comrmmity early chiklliood poplins. The
Early integnaion Training Project of the Ohio State
Univasity's Ostia fir Special Needs Populations has been
in opesation since September of 1989 and is fimded through
the US. Depamnent of Education's Office of Special
Education Programs. The project's ptupose is to develop
moekl inservice training thin will facilitate the inclusion of
yams child= with disabilities, birth through age five, and
their families into a variety of existim community airly
childhood programs. Alta an initial development period, the
project began its training in four pilot comities (two tubs%
two nual) in the spring of 1990 and has since expanded the
trainim to over 20 additicwal cotmties involving more than
500 professionals, pampaufessionals, and pments in the 15
hour series. Over 1,200 individuals in more than 40 Olio
cotmties are expected to participate by the end of the
project's initial fimding paiod in August, 1992.

There are several features of the training and the project
that the project siaff believe camibute to its popularity and
to the fact that more than 95% of individuals begimin the
training complete the 15 how series: (1) a value-based
approach; (2) a fomiat and incentives that invite divasity;
and (3) an approach to pow= and service development that
is based upon the strengths of existing community resources.

The initial design of the Early Integration Training
Project was based upon a competency model. Skill develop.
ment related to the inclusirm of young dull= with disabili-
ties was to be provided fix teachas, teacher assistants, and
administrators in conmtunity child cwe, preschool, and other
"regulate early chikthood possums. Encouniging die use
instead of a "value-based" approach to training, advisory
committee membas, project consuhants, and project
participants comnbuted to the subsequent development of the
project and identified five basic values or beliefs that
underik the nahing: (1) yoimg children with disabilities
have more similarities dimi dissimilarities with typically
developing children; (2) the inclusion of young children with
disabilities in *quiet coninn.nity prissmns can be a positive
and beneficial experience fce all involved; (3) the family is
the key cuntext in which the child develop% (4) collaboration
with other programs, professionals, and families can contrib-
ute to enhanced outcomes for children and families, and (5)
the structure and approach of amen services can be
enhanced through individual and collaborative effort

It has been ilie obsavation of redo .4 staff that most
hisavice training dims in educaton and human services
tend to segreptr panicipants. Public school teachas attend

Staff Duining 9

workshops with their peers, as do admin:smnors, parents,
Head Start teachess, chikl-care stafF, the:Deists- etc. While
this may be an apiatspirae appoach to incfividual skill de-
velopment, it does not appew to =amigo the cross.
disciplinary collabaation required for stacessful inclesion
efforts. The design of the Early Intersion Training
inolules is Wended to reinforce the belief that the learning
needs of individuals can be suocessfidly accommodated
within a diverse stoup if individual strengths we capitalized
upon and an atmosphere of mutual respect is engendered
Diversity within the pruject's training groups (whose
average size is approximately 25 individuals) is encoumged
through active recruitment hi additicm, partkipants are
eligible for a variety of insavice and univasity credits. The
project amently =pastes with the Ohio Department of
Education, Health, Human Services, and Manal Retaida-
tion/Developmanal Disabilities along %vith six other Ohio
Univasithrs to offer the training series for insavkle,
undergraduate, and grachate aedit depending upon the
needs and desires of the particular puticipant Parents of
children with and withow cfisabilities are seen as an espe-
cially important part of a training group's diversity and their
involvenvrot has been recruited actively and successfidly.

Participants in the poject often have the same critical
=pest of project staff and consuhants: "Please give us
(show us, share with us, point us to) dm model of service
delivery we should be ushig." Thawing from expaience,
the project has developed its own belief about "models".
Models are only usefiil insofar as they provide information
and ideas that are applicable to particular conununities,
waft and families. The trudi about any "moder is that it
was developed in a particular location, with particular
resources (human and otherwise), and with particular
children and families in mind. Therefore, any community
wishing to develop high-quality, inclusive, family-centered
servizes must complete a series of peliminary steps. First,
ilie conmnmity num assess their resources (these may be
defined quite broadly). Second, a consensus or a "shared
vision' must be created. Finally, lumen and ideas fiorn
outskle the conmumity which seem most appropriwe and
helpfid must be adapted to meet the "shard vision" using
TesolirCCS identified previously. To do otherwise risks the
development of inappropriate, ineffective services.

Conuibuted by Dennis J. ,9ykes, Director, Early Integration
Disking Project, Cen r for 4yecial Needs. Populations
College qf Education, The Ohio State Unnersity
700 &Lean= Roa4 Suite 440, Columbia, OH 43202. He
may be amtact e d for information on project materials,
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Administrator Perioective 11

Question: What are major obstacles and athulnistrative
isms that you firee in implementation of ktegrathm?

The major obstacles and administrative issues the I
have faced revolve around a lack of knowledge and experi-
ence on the part of those who will be implementing pm-
grams. Teachers and administrators seem to automatreally
assume that any child with special needs will require
extensive special educatirm services, and that only special
echreation pessomtel are trained to nreet tlre needs of these
children. Persomrel also peteeive additirmal liability by
having such children in their classrooms, and are genuinely
cow:yarned alma legal actice from parents if injury occurs or
if fir some mem a child's ptogmm can not be implemented
as planned by the team.

Also, many parents tend to be excessively protective of
their young children with disabilities, and imdeistandably so.
However, this carries over into the school environmem and
often hinders a child's progress toward becoming more
independent.

Quesdon: How have solutions to these obstacles been
worked out? Please give examples of solution&

have found that it is extremely important to gather all
possible data prior to developing a pingram, and to be catain
that those data are shared with all parties before the M-tearn
meeting in which the program is planneci It is also impor-
tant to reassure (repeatedly) non-special °threaten teachers
that trey have the necessaty skills and knowledge to instruct
these children, with the support of special edwation
perscnnel. We do our best to present special needs children

as a challenge rather than a burden. and are careful to point
out the betrefits to non-disabled children of having a child
with a disability in their classiumt.

We deal with am excessively protective patents firmly
but gently and realize that a level of nue nmst be estab-
lished, which can only be accomplished over time. We
encourage parents to contact in whenever they have ques-
tions or concern& and involve them as much as posstble in
the planning and implementation of their child's program.
Parent involvement is extremely critical in providing
services for these chikhen.

Qestion: What are Mitre goab in your school distrkt
for toteration of children with special needs?

Goals in our school system fox integration of children
with special needs are as follows:

To =tout empasis on pmvision of services in the
least restrictive environment

To continue effets toward educating teachers, adminis-
trators, and other school personnel regarding the needs
of young children with disabilities.

To improve and increase parental involvement in the
development and implementation of programs for their
children with special needs.

To imease public awareness relative to services for
children with special needs.

To utilize consultants whenever rrecessary to plan
appropriate educational pmgnens for these &Wren.

&re, continued from page 2

was owtwhelming - Elizabeth had made no significant
ptogress during the first two yeas she was in a self-con-
tained classroom. Mier heariog our testimony and the
school system's responses, the hearing officer rendered his
decision two months later in our favor and ordered the
school system to place her in our school of eme and
organize a planned and pumoseful program of integration.
Immediately following this decision, I wrote the school
system a formal letter requesting a staffing. The school
system refused to hold a staffing, and the following month
they filed for Appeal. Before the Appeal Hearing, the
school system began including two other schools in the
neptiaticn paces& After visiting both sclmols, I deter-
mined that neither scented appnmriate. In January of this
year, the Appeal was heed in federal court They indi-
cated that an elementary school 25 minutes away from us
was the most approptiate placement for ow child. Ms
was the first time I had eves heed of this particular school.
The judge did not allow my attorney to cross examine the
special education teacher from this school, or to have any

of mir witnesses testify, including us - che pan-ats. He
ruled that he did not feel it was "socieiy's obligation to
provide eclucational benefit" when drat benefit was
teaching my child how to go to the bathroom or how to eat
an her own. The federal judge overturned the hearing
officer's decision and took away an assistant that was to
work with my daughter even though the assistant was not
an issue in this appeal.

It bas been over three months since the judge's niling,
and we cannot pet him to sign an ceder so that we can
Appeal to the Sixth Cireuit Court of Appeals. Also, the
school system has still not allowed us to convene a
staffing. Elizabeth's 1EP is over I 1/2 years old and she has
not been to school one day this school year.

I will keep on with the stniggle for something that
seemed so sir* and obvious. But wc realize that every
day Elimbeth does not get an appropriate program is a day
that is filmier lost. The hope we felt last summer for
Elizabeth still envives. I just hope our efforts will keep
this hope alive for her.

Contributed by Debra Carroll, Elizabeth's mother.

1 2
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Transition to Integrated Kindergarten Programs:
Child, Family, and Program Issues

by &melte 1 C Chander

Transition is a concept that has been used to &scribe
the process of moving from one piogram or service delivery
mode to another. It is an important pan of a young duld's
4...::-on program, and presems opportimities fir children
to prok,ess in many meas as they learn new skills, nansfer
and strengthen existing skills across programs, make new
friends, interact with new peer% and team to adjust to and
take advantage of new experiences. For many child= with

nansition from preschool to kindergarten
will involve a move from a segregated special educatke
program to an integrated kinckaganen program. Imegrated
kindergarten programs me conbidered the optimal setting for
many children with disabilities because they may provide a
mere stimulating, demanding, socially nsponsive, and
normalizing environment than segregated programs that
include only children with similar developmental skills.

Successful transition to an integrated program is
dependent on transifion plaming and child preparatiot
within preschool and kindergAirtea plognmea. Transition
that are well-planned maximize the probability of a smooth
and effective transitkm. When they are not well Owned,
and children and fimilies are not Farmed fre the new
program, transitions can be stressful and unsettling and a
time of insecurity, wicenainty, and vulnerability. The re-
sponsibility for transition planning and child preparation is
shared by many individuals: it involves a team appmach that
is dependent on ccanmunicaticn and cooperation between
teachers in the preschool and kindagarten program,
odminiaratres in each program, and the child's family.
Each member of the child's transition team will have
different responsibilities and will complete different tasks
related to nansition.

Preparation Within the Preschool Program

Staff within the preschool program are responsible for
initiating the transition process and fir pmparing die chikl
and family during the child's final year in preschool. Two
types of sidlls me imponant to consider when ineparing a
child for transition to an integrated program. These include
academic/preacademic gills and survival skills. Academic
skills such as printing one's own name, matching cokes and
members, identifying objects by use, and understanding
basic concepts of size, shape, and caiegory generally me
taught dual& traditional preschool and kindagarten
musicula and me identified cm developmental assessments
and kindergarten readiness tests.

Survival skills consist of skills and behavkirs that a
child will need to ftmction well and cope with the demands

of an isegrated kindergarten program. Survival skills may
be divided inai academk supped skills, social skills, self-
help skills, and conduct sidlls. Academic swport slcilb
often ale necessary for a child to begin and complete
academic tasks and incluck behavion such as fallowing
gretip directions, completing wok in a thnely manner,
folding materials needed for a task, and seeking assistance
appnopriately. Social skills, such as playing cooperatively,
apes* g emotkei appropriately, interacting without ag-
gression, and respecting others and their property promote
positive interaction with peers and adults in a variety of
academic and play situation. Self-help skills allow a child
to function in the integrated classsoom without extensive
teacher assistance and attenticm. Self-help skills include
taking care of bekaigings, toileting and dressing indepaid-
ently, avcitiing obvious &nem and employing problan
solving strategies. Conduct skills such as winking without
disrupting peers, listening to warning wads, and wider-
standing their role as pan of a group allow children to
confiinn to classroom rules and routines and the behavior
expectation of teachers.

Survival and academic skills influence a child's
adjustment to and success in an integrated kindergarten
program. Academic skills that approximate those of other
t ;Adam in the class allow a child with disabilities to be
integated chning academic periods. This movides the child
with the opponunity to participate in group activities,
observe and imitate positive peer behavior, and mceive
assistance from peen. Survival skills influence a child's
social mid behavioral adjustmem to the new program and
how well a child functions in social and academic situations
within the prosy's]. They also influence teacher perceptions
of achievement and the willingness of a teacher to maintain
a child with vecial needs in an integrated classroom.
ankh= who exhibit' poor survival skills, require inonlinate
anoints of teacher time, have difficulty in peer interaction,
and present behavior management problems are more hiely
to be refened for segregated placement than children with
adequate or good sinvival

Although the importance of survival skills is recog-
nized, they often are not part of preschool and kindergarten
cunicula and are not readily identified on developmental
assessments and kindergarten readiness tests. Teachers in
the preschool program will nr4 to idatify what survival
skills am necessasy for successful transition to an integrated
program and teach these skills Wore the child enters
kind:madam. One way to identify critical =vivid and
academic skills is to identify differences between programs

13
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14 Inclusion

interaction. Teaches might pair chilchen with disabilities
and typical chikken during free play activities. They may
discuss fiiendships and specific strategies children can we

to initiate interactions. Teaches may incorporate coopera-

tive goals during play and academic periods, use peer
waxing and buddy systems, pronnn and reward positive

peer interactions, mai pmvide children with information
alma disabilities through discussion or simulaticm activities.

Parents' Rohs In Transition

Patents are critical to the success of transition to main-

streamed kindergaram prognirns. They tend to `le an under-

utilized resource in transition planning. There me several

ways that they can be involved in planning and preparing

their child fix transition. They can:

Provick infotmation about child strengths and needs

acmss a variety of situations and settings.

Assist in making decisions about program placement and

initial program goals, and about goals and activities that

will help prepare the child for transition to the integrated

kindergarten.

Teach transition-related goals .d home. Patents might

promote independence by asking the chikl to put toys

away and care for personal belongings, amd pleviding the
child with opportunities to make decisions about clothes,

toys, snacks, etc. during the day.

Prepare the child fix transition alai provile experiences

that will facilitate transition. Parents might anange for
the child to visit the new program and meet the teacher
heftily school starts. Or they might talk with the child
about the chew in program and help the child become
excited and feel confident about going to kindergation.

Teach traisition-related skills that are not easily taught in

a classroom setting. Parents might show the hiH the
school building, teach a child how to safely walk to
school, or give the child experience tiding a bus. They

also might provide the child with oppottunities to interact

with typical peers by attending neighbmbood or church

play groups or day care programs.

Provide continuity between trograrni. Family members

may continue to work on transitionrelated goals if there

is a break in service between preschool and kindergarten.

Work with the child to promote maintenance of child

strengths and generalianion of skills across settings (e.g.

home and school). Parents can talk to the child about the

mles and routines used in the kindergarten program and

incorporate these in home daily activities.

Participation as members of the transition team also can
help pannts prepare themselves kr transition and xluce
the stress the family may experience. Parents should be

given information about the trarsition pocess, the kinder-

pnen teackx and progsam, and options for participation as
&zillion makes concernhig placement and transition goals

and strategies. It is impotent to recognize however, that

families may vary in their ability and desire to be involved
in planning few transition. As a result, parent involvement in

transithe &ming and child preparation activities amid be
individualized to reflect a level and type of involvement
selected by dx family.

Admirdstraton' Roles in Transition

Administnitive support is in/orient to the overall

success of transition. Administrators from each program
must suppon the efforts of their staff to plan for transition.
Administrators from the preschool and kindergarten
Timmins should establish interagency transition agreements

that identify the responsibilities of staff in each Fognun, the

lines of communication across Forams, ami that provide a
timeline fix the initiation and conviction of tasks. They

also must provide staff with time and resources to plan for

transitimi and integmtion. For example, administrators may
pay fix substitute teachers so that teachers flora the pre-
school and kindergarten pmgrams can visit each other's

classrooms. Or achninistrators may arrange for yearly
inservice meetings across programs so that staff can share

infometion about their programs. They also mug recognize
staff effons related to transition. Staff commitment and
supped kr transition reflects the support provided by and

commitment of administrative persotmel.

Summary

Preparing children for the next educational environment
and success in nansition from one program to another are

important goals of Early Childhood Special Education.

Children who etperience success in transitim from a
specialized preschool to an integrated kindergarten are more
likely to remain in the integrated classroom and to benefit

from the oppcatunities provided by a nonnalized environ-

ment The success of a child's transition is related to many
factors such as the child's level of functioning iu academic
and survival skills aims, expectations and demands of the
integrated setting, preparation efforts v;nhin the preschool
and kindergarten program, family involvement, and admin-

istrative guidance and support. 'The seal of smooth and

successful transition can be realized if nansitions are
carefully planned and inchide participation by teaches md
administratom from the preschool and kindagarten program
and Wily members.

Contributed by Lynette IC Chandler, Assistant Professor in

the Department of Special Education. Southern Min,* Uni-
versity, Carbotwiale, 1L 62901.
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Path, continued fivm page I

Wh& not an exhaustive lig, attention to these components
will assist in &signing effective integrated options based on
any model.

A model for integration must also be flexible. In
paniodar, pmgram directors and others are faced with
questions like: How can models be adapted to serve differ-
ent dakhen in different types of integrated settings? What
model best prepares students for successfid placement in
regular edtreation kincksgatten and grade school? And how
can savices be aeated or expanded in ways that meet the
legal and pogrammatic requirements of diverse apncies?
These questions present real challenges to professionals
charged with program develorment and must be tbought-
My addressed.

While impotent, the development of an adaptable
model is not enough. It is necessity to klanify and over-
come other barriers to integration, inchtding

Philosophical differences among personnel and parent
about the value of educational integration of children with
special needs.

Lack of support services in the mainstream to allow modi-
fication of curricula to meet individual needs.

Lack of administrative support.

Minimal involvemon of gam] educaors in the educe-
data) planning of intervention methods for chikken with
special needs that are effective in largo groups.

Specific barriers to integration will vary by state, district,
building, and child. SEW example, certification requirements
in one state may not be considered a battier in another state.
Similoiy, transportation may be a major obstacle for one
child in a district and not a pmblem for other children.
What is needed is a way for districts and teachers to
evaluate policies, logistical arrangements, inservice training
needs, or other barrios to integration, and develop appmpri-
ate approaches to respond to and alleviate these barriers.
This explicit attention to prop= implementation is a new
direction for model development activities.

Unfortunately, even with a commitment for high-
quality, ink waled programming for all children with
disabilities, teachas, parents, administrators and others need
effective strategies for producing integrated outcomes.
Knowledge of effective prognims is not sufficient solid
guidance is needed in the implementation of these programs.
In fact, it ammus that policy, not practice, may be the most
significant limiting factor to increasing the variety of
integnned programs for presets:lot children with disabilities.
Individuals trying to create integrated optic= for preschool-
ers with disabilities often face questions about transports-
lion, location and licensure of tirysical plan% administra-
tive organization of centers, staff qualifications and licen-
sure, and maul:ices for pmgram quality and dim-process. It

is clear that we mist begin developing, implenrenting, and
evaluating integrated early diftclitood special education pm-
grams that help people decide what to do and law to do it.

Despite the development and implementation of appo-
priare models for integtation, the qtantion remains: Is
inclusion in a frog= that serves typically developing
child= the least restrictive enviromnent" for all young
chikken with disabilities? Perham not Obviously, each
child's itWividual abilities and needs must be corsidoed
Unfornmately, for many children with disabilities participa-
tion in an interated program is often either dismissed
immedisely without oppotunity fir the child to even
participate at some level in the classroomor is attempted
without appropriate support. In essence, the child is set up
to fail. Inclusion does not mean that the child is merely
placed in a classroom, but means that support for the *ce-
ment (it. special education or related services assistance) is
an integral and critical part of iItegration.

Time issues ate critical and additional reaearch is
wreded to address them. In short, local school districts need
wt 41 thought-out, realistic and woven systems for deciding
w' tat to do in integiated classroom programs for young
rnikken with disabilities, and how to do it And, as inw-
tantly, tlrey need to assure that every child has an opportu-
nity to participate at some level in programs that save
children with and without disabilities.

In a presentation for the day care providers in south-
west LouiAana in 1990*, Lisbeth Vincent noted that in the
1970's we developed a toloance fir persons with disabili-
ties. Legislation, among other things, forced us as parents
and psofessionals to consider ways to Include" young
chikiren with disabilities in our communities and schools.
In the 1980's we began to accept children with disabilities
and noted the benefits of including them in our progiams.
For example, we wird that typically developing children
had more positive attitudes about persons with disabilities
and that we no longer neeckd to teach chikken about
individual differences through dre use of puppets or simula-
*rm. These children had opportunities to learn about
accepting diffoences by interacting with or observing
children with disabilities in their classrooms, on their
playgrounds, in their grocery gores, and so on. Dr. Vincent
believes that in the 1990's we learn to cherish pasons
with disabilities and learn from them as they leant from us.
°early, including all children regardless of their individual
differences in pogroms to meet their individual and unique
needs is a goal that we all must cherish.

*Vincent, L. (ilannary, 1990). "Worldng with Families of
Children lath Special Needs". Workshop presented at the
Southwest Lothians Education sod Referral Center, Inc. Day
Care Provider Conference. Lafayette, 1.40b61111.

Conbibuted by Dr. Maly A. McEvw, &slow Professor,
Carla Peterson, Doctoral Candidate, and Dr. Scott McCon-
nell, Associate Pmfessor, Department of Educational
Psychology, University of Mirmesota.
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The Million Dollar Question...
by Terri Vandercook Jennifer York Mike &mope,
John Knight, Christine Salisbwy, Barbara LeRoy,
and Elizabeth Kozkski

And now for one million
dollars... your question is, "What
impact will the inclusion of students
with disabilities in general education
classes have on the academic per-
formance of classmates without dis-
abilities?" Seems like the response
to this question must be worth at
least a million dollars given the fre-
quency and intensity with which it is
asked coy administrators, school
board members, teachers, parents,
and other members of the education
community wiwn the topic of
inclusive education arises. Clearly
implied with this question is the
concern that the academic learning
of the majority may be put at risk
when students with disabilities,
especially those with significant dis-
abilities, are included in general
education dasses.

Some educators and parents,
while philosophically supportive of
inclusive education practices, haN.
genuile concems about potential
adverse effects on classmates. Heightening these cohcerns
are the recurring themes of academic excellence and higher
achievermat for today's youth. Certainly, parents and
educ4iiors who are philosophically opposed to inclusive
education practices raise these concerns with even greater
velr.mence, eating lack of empirical evidence as justification

tht-ir position.
Anecdotally, feedbad from many general educators

whose classrooms include stuck.nts with severe disabilities
has consistently imlicated that no adverse effect on class-
mates has been realized. In fact, many of these teachers
have wen overwhemingly positive when asked, "Has
inclusion had an effect on thc academic perfoa-niance of

classmates?" A fifth grade teacher responded, "Yes, a
positive impact. It's given them a responsibility and a sense
of achievement being able to interact with Annie." And from
a first grade teacher, "Inclusion has had an effect on the other
chikken's academic learning by increasing awareness of their
own capabilities and respect for themselves and other&

which affects the learning climate
and susceptibility to learning."

Although aneedotal feedback
from teachers is one critically
important source of information,
research studies designed to address
more empirically the question of the
impact of inclusion on the learning of
classmates clearly are warranted. In
the past few years, a number of re-
searchers have investigated precisely
this question. Following are brief
summaries of four studies.

JKLAAN OPORS

At Isand Elementary School,
Cooperative, kindergartners
abilities share a computer

in the Runt River
with diverse

activity. See page 3.

Colorado: Inclusion in
Third Grade

Elizabeth Kozleski and her
colleagues at the Univenity of
Colorado examined the impact of the
inclusion of Jane, a nine year old stu-
dent with developmental disabilities,
in her neighborhood school where
she received a full day of educational
programming in a third grade class.
The academic progress of her class-
mates was compared to that of their

cohorts in the school's two other third grade classrooms. The
Question, continued on page 20
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2 Systems Change

Toward a Shared Agenda for General and Special Educalion
by Jennifer York

Col labcanting to support students with special education
labels to be more fully included in school and community
life is just one of the many challenging issues being faCed
by educators today. Achieving true collaboration among
general and special educators necessarily will requite
mutual adoption of a much Wormier shared agenda. This
shared agenda is responsibility for all students in our school
communities. As general educators nmve to welcome and
include in their classrooms students peviously relegated to
the second system of special education, special educators
must move into the general education system to support
teachers and all students, even those without special educa-
tion labels. With the students reunited, the adults of the
school community will need to move out of isolation and
learn MOTE collaborative ways of working together.

Even with stnmg collaborative relationchips in place.
however, the success achieved in moving forward with full
inclusion of all students in one system of education will be
influenced by a number of significant issues facing not only
our school communities, but our local and global communi-
ties as well. Remaining cognizant of external influences on
our system of education will be necessary in order to create
an educational system that remains dynamic enough to meet
the continually changing learning and social needs of
today's youth in their school and community life. More than
ever before, a strong internal structure of collaboration will
be required to address the needs imposed by powerful
external influences on our system of education.

External Influences

Some of the many external influences currently having
a dramatic impact on our public system of education are:
(1) an increasingly diverse general population resulting in a
more heterogenous student population culturally, socially,
emotionally, and academically; (2) increasingly --mtplex
and critical issues being faced by our local, national, and
global communities; (3) an exponential increase in the
amount of information available to humans; and (4) dimin-
ishing fiscal resources with increasing competition for the
resources that do exist. Together, these influences provide a
compelling basis for examining the educational implications
of two pivotal questions: What are the most essential skills
for participation, contribution, and even survival in our
current and future communities?, and How can acquisition
and application of these skills best be facilitated in our
public school systems?

Educational Implications

There are at least duet major implications resulting
from the external influences on our systems of education:

instructional piorities must be individualized to have rele-
vance to the life of each student, all children and youth must
learn the competencies necessary to be life-long collaborative
learners, and our current system(s) of education must be re-
structured so that collaboration among all members of the
school community is encouraged, facilitated, and reinforced.

Individualize instruethund priming& To maximize
personal motivation in the learning process, relevance of
instructional priorities to each student's life must be made as
clear as possible. There is no way that today's children and
youth can learn all that is known in any given curricular area.
Even if they could, the information soon would be outdated
as new information is generated. As curricular cont de-
mands have escalated, teachers already have been faced with
the need to make tough decisions about educational priorities.
In most circumstances, individual teachers make these
decisions on their own with little or no input or support from
colleagues, families, community members, or students.
Prioritizing cunicular content must be legitimized and
brought out in the open for discussion. Determining priori-
ties will require a careful ecological analysis of individual
student needs, including attention to capacities, challenges,
and daily environmental demands and opportunities.

Fronde life-long collaborative learning. The prolifera-
tion of new knowledge and the complexity of community
problems makes dm promotion of life-long collaborative
learning an essential focus in today's educational system.
Students must learn how to quickly access information from
other people, written materials and audio-visual media, and
their own life experiences. From a young age, children must
learn how to make use of the people resources around them.
Children, like adults, learn and grow through their relation-
ships with others. Traditional, teacher dominated methods of
instruction must be exchanged for or at least complemented
by methods that teach students to learn from orw another and
work together. If students are taught only what teachers
know, their knowledge base as they move into the future will
not be ialequate. Students must learn how to learn and to
generate new information to solve the complex problems that
no one person can solve alone. Incumbent upon our survival
will be working togetkr to share information and resources...
to be truly interCopendent.

A more sub.l but equally essential, requisite for
effectively addressing complex current and futhre issues is
experience with the wide range of individuals reflective of
the diversity in our communities at large. Not only is it
impossille to eliminate the diversity in general education, but
to do so can only disable, at least in the long run, children not
considered disabled. How can our future decision-makers
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make truly informed decisions with limited experiences to
draw from? The potentially detrimental efftrts of continued
attempts to segregate are perhaps most salient in urban
school districts where children and youth win) identified
differences comprise over hatf the student ppulation. As a
human race, we must learn how to get along.., how to live
and learn more harmoniously in our faMilift, our schools,
our local communities, and our world mmmunities.

Restructure systems of support. Tae collection of initia-
tives broadly labeled school nform has been replaced with
the language of school restrixturing to reflect more accu-
rately the enonnity of the change needed in our public
system of education. Given, at best, maintenance of the same
level of fiscal and personnel resources, we must do some-
thing different with mu existing resources. Simply, there are
two options. One is to continue to support a system of edu-
cation in which children are separated and served by either
general education or special education, where people work in
isolation and in which rigid bureaucratic structures inhibit
use of common sense and creativity. The other option is to
work together to build capacity in one system of education,
general education, to support the diverse learning and social
needs of all students. The choice must
be to work together to Wild capacity in
one system of education.

In most schools, classroom
teachers struggle in isolation trying to
meet increasingly diverse student
needs. Special educators and related
services personnel remove children
from regular learning environments to
remediate fragmented skill deficits.
Only in rare circumstances are the
structures in place that facilitate, en-
courage, and support collaboration
among teachers and other service
providers to share responsibility and
resources to solve the complex
problems experienced by today's
youth. If we do not restructure our
educational system so that all members
of the school community adults and
children work together, the re-
sources for change will not be realized.

Fluid Thoughts

As the student population in
inclusive school communities becomes
more heterogenous, ways of providing
support necessarily must evolve to
wet increasingly diverse learning aad
social needs. As the issues facing our
public system of education become
more complex, collaboration will be

even more essential. Many of tir recent education reform
and school restructuring initiatives are aimed at developing
capacity through increased collabccation at the school
building level. This reflects a shift to empower the people
closest to students, as well as the students themselves, to
make decisions given individual school and student circum-
stances. The move towanl empowerment carries with it a
risk that team members will decide to maintain the status quo
and to exclude students who experience the greatest chal-
lenges. To minimize that risk, we must promote an under-
standing that exclusion of any student ultimately will harm
not only that stmlent, but the rest of our community as well.
In the transition to decision-making at levels closest to
students, a balance between leadership and participation must
be achieved. Decisions must be made from an acceptable
array of choices. Perhaps the best safeguard against any one
individual not acting in a student's best interest is the col-
laborative team structure that results ina number of individu-
als keeping watch over each student.

Jennifer York is Assistant Professor, Educational
Psychology/Institute on Community lntegnation, University
of Minnesota.

At Ovum's Elementary &boat, la the Rum River
Cooperative, students with diverse abilities learn together.

Movement Toward a Shared Agenda

Decentralization of learners with special education labels has increased the
need for a shared agenda between general and special educators. The role and
function of special education is changing dramatically. One spiry, the Rum
River Special Education Cooperative, reflect this change in its new mission:

The Rum River Special Education Cooperivive, through creative use of
resources, will assist our schools and communities to provide for the suc-
cessful inclusion of students, especially those with challenges. We will
accomplish this through pannerships with members ofour load school
communities, site-based communication, technical assistance, and training.

For more information contact Mark Wolak, Director, or Nancy Corbin, Inclu-
sion Facilitator, Rum River Special Education Cooperative, 430 NW 8th St,
Cambridge, MN 55008.
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America 2000: A Revolution in American Education
by Anne Smith, Dawn Hunter, and Judy Schrag

AMERICA 2000 embraces school reform and is de-
signed to catapult educational systems change across the
nation. According to President Bush, "Our challenge
ammuts to no.' .ng less than a revolution in American
education. A battle for our future." The opening pages of
AMERICA 2000: An Education Strategy Sourcebook include
the following statement by President Bush:

Nations that nurture ideas will move forward in years to
come. Nations that stick to stale old notions and kkolo-
gies Win falter and fail. So I'm here today to say, America
will move fonvard The time for all the reports and
rankings, for all the studies and the surveys about what's
wrong in our schools is passed. If we want to keep
America compefitive in the coming century, we must stop
convening panels that report on ourselves. We must stop
convening panels that report the obvious. And we must
accept responsibility for educating everyone among us,
regardless of background or disability.

The AMERICA 2000 initiative recognizes that the
United States is becoming increasingly culturally diverse and
is competing economically within a global marketplace.
Schools must prepare our children to function effectively in

this challenging and changing world by providing numerous
opportunities to experience versity and inclusion during
their school careers. Students with disabilities add to the di-
versity of the school community and can teach their nondis-
abled peers important lessons about equity and social justice,
cooperation and collaboration, overcoming obstacles, and the
dignity of the human spirit. Providing educational services
for all students that balance social and academic inclusion
with outcomes-based and functional curricula will require
significant change from both general and special education.

The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services (OSERS) will continue to play a strong leadership
role in promoting opportunities for individuals with disabili-
ties. In concert with the AMERICA 2000 education strategy,
osERs has identified at least four initiatives to guide
program activities and priorities: (a) early intervention
services, (b) inclusion, (c) family support. and (d) empower-
ment (OSERS News Update, 1991). This article focuses on
the OSERS inclusion initiative by describing key mg=
features and practices identified by the Office of Special
Education Programs (OSEP) to promote inclusion for
students with disabilities in AMERICA 2000 schools.

As part of the AMERICA 2000 initiative, OSEP has
identified four key pogram features of inclusive education to
increase school capacity and ensure comprehensive, coordi-
nated services for all students, including those with severe

disabilities. Each program feature is accompanied by selec-
ted promising practices that articulate implementation strate-
gies to foster inclusive school communities. These key
program features and related wactices are:

Program Feature IA All students, including those with
disabilities, are a valued part of the school community and
contribute unique talents and perspectives to the school. All
students must be CONITCO equal opportunities to access
activities, materials, equipment, and classrooms throughout
the entire school building.

Practice 1: Local education agencies use site-based
planning and management to promote inclusive educational
programs through the adoption of building-based policies
and mission statements related to inclusion. Instructional
and management policies and procedures are established
and can be quickly implemented when requited.

Practice 2: Staff development and capacity building
activities are key features of ongoing school improvement
efforts at both the building and district level. The school
schedule is designed to provide opportunities for lesson
planning, co-curricular activities, team teaching, and
materials development.

Practice 3: All school personnel serve as role models for
students and are important players in promoting the inclu-
sion of all students throughout the building. Personnel
involved with building maintenance, food service, office
support, and transportation must be involved in ensuring
that all students are full members of the school community.

Pragnit hatunt2; All students, including those with
disabilities, must have the interpersonal and social skills
required to work cooperatively siith peers to solve problems
and accomplish goals. Friendships and social networks are
important elements of the educational experience.

PTUCtiCe I: Schools provide opportunities for students to
have shared experiences by offering extra-cunicular activi-
ties to promote a sense of belonging aral to teach students
how to relate to and communicate with peers.

Practice 2: Peer advocate and peer tutoring programs are
examples of educational strategies that equip staidents with
skills involving empathy and problem solving, End that
foster mutual understanding and respect

Practice 3: School programs promote social supports and
friendships among students with disabilities and their
nondisabled peers. Strategies include forming circles of
friends and recruiting intact student cliques to form social
networks.

21
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Programiligurtl: Ali students, including those with dis-
abilities, must be self-directed learnms. Instnictional
technology and classroom management strategies must be
capable of accommodating and taipporting students with
diverse learning style; and varying educational needs.

Practice I: School personnel collabmate with ther
colleagues to determine how to best provide dynamic and
flexible instmction. Effective strategies include coopera-
tive learning, team teaching, consultant tearhing and
mentaing. cross-age grouping programs, and using peers
as instructional supports. Inclusive schools promote a
collaborative ethic to ensure adequate staff support.

Practice 2: Schools employ a coordinated service
delivery model in which teachers, pa.ents, and related
services personnel (e.g., psychologists, communication
specialists, occupational and physical therapists, heahh
care Fofessionals) work collaboratively to determine
student needs and provide appropriate interventions in
naturally occuning contexts.

Practice 3: Inclusive school programs have an array of
suppoit services in p'sce to ensure success for all students.
The supports are varied and may include assistance from
classroom teaching assistants or
peers, curricular modifications,
adapted materials, or assistive
technology. Students are provided
supports when necessary and are
encouraged to take an active learning
role by directing the type and amount
of support they receive.

Enarmaysiglirrj: All parents,
including those of children with dis-
abilities, are actively involved in their
child's education and are an integral
part of the school community.

Practice 1: Parents are viewed as
active and interested partners in the
development and implementation of
their child's individualized education
program (MP).

Practice 2: Parents are involved
with the planning and adoption of
policies and procedures for inclu-
sionary school practices.

Practice 3: Schools are respectful
of parental work and child care obli-
gations when scheduling meetings
and activities, and are flexible in
accommodating parents.

As we =we into the 1990s there
are urgent calls for radical school

restructuring and educational reform at the Federal. State,
and local levels. The challenge of school reform drives the
need for strategies to restnicture or "welch the system" to
ensure that educators aecommodate students with diverse
learning characteristics and cultural backgmunds. President
Bush invited us to adoia this spirit of innovation by stating,
"Across this country, people have started to transform
American schools. They know that the time for talk is over.
Their slogan is: Don't dither, just do it. Let's push the
reform effort forward," The collaborative ethic inherent in
inclusive school communities holds the promise of empow-
ering students, parents, and school personnel to attain
positive outcomes for all.

Anne Smith is Educational Research Analyst, Severely
Handicapped Branch, and Dawn Hunter is Chief af the
Severely Handicapped Branch, Office of Special Education
Programs. Judy Schrag is Director, Office of Special
Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education.
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One District's Transformation
The Forest Lake (Min-

nesota) Area School District
is working to help students
with diverse ability levels
truly achieve membership
in their home school com-
munities. Under a three year
grant from the U.S. Deput-
ment of Education, Office
of Spixial Education and
Rehabilitative Services
(OSERS), the district is
collaborating with the
University of Minnesota's
Institute on Community Integration to return elementary students with moder-
ate and severe disabilities to the schools and general education classes that
they would attend if they did not have disabilities. During the first year of the
project, which began in September 1990, one elementary school in the district
developed and implemented a plan to bring several children with disabilities
back into their local school. In the second and third years of the project other
district elementary schools will follow a similar plan, moving toward the goal
of the full inclusion of students with disabilities into each of the district's
sevep elementary schools. Through collaboration between project staff,
parent: of students with and without disabilities, students, awl school person-
nel, strategies are being developed to provide quality educational services to
all district children in their home schools and general education classes.

,i11141t 4.
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Jahne (right) and &slab share an activity in
their Scandia Elementary kindergarten.
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6 Systems Change

Step by Step: A System's Evolution Toward Inclusion
by Richard Schatiman

The Franklin Northwest Supervisory Union (FNWSU)
is a collection of five independent school disnicts in rural
northwestern Vermont. The union's evokition from a dual
system of categorical and segregated special and regular
education services to a single lull inclusion" model was not
an isolated change originated, directed, or orchestrated from
within special education. Rather, it was a gradual cultural
evolution of related community, school, and personal
attitudes, that took on a life of its own.

There still is, in the special education literature,
controversy over the value of such inclusive educational

fWe] believe that all children can learn
that which is considered important for

them to learn, given appropriate
support, resources, and time.

practices. Some authors feel that the protection and im-
provemem of the current dual system of regular and special
education is justified; others advocate creating a single
system out of the current dual systems of regular and special
education. Even among those who advocate for including
students with special educational needs in general educa-
tion, there are few who extend the concept to students with
severe and multiple needs. The value of looking at the
FNWSU experience lies not in an analysis of its current
practices of "full inclusion," but in an examination of how
and why this union of schools changed so that all students
(including those with tf..: most significant educational,
psychological, and behavioral challenges) received a
quality, integrated education. The focus of this article is an
examination of factors that contributed to a school system's
evolution to an inclusionary model for all children and how
that system's change in special education was inextricably
linked to broader issues of school reform.

Mission vs Practice

There is little doubt that the traditions of segregated
special education area programs would have persisted had
FNWSU school personnel not decided to consider the
notions of outcomes-base., instruction. While the tenants of
outcomes-based instructional models address the needs of
students with varying abilities within regular education
classes, the literature of outcomes-based instruction in
general did not address the needs of students served within
isolated special education classrooms. Although it is now
clear to us that most classroom-based instructional strategies

appropriate for students without disabilities also are
appropiate for students identified as "handicapped", such a
sums connection had not been made in the literature of the
day. Consequently, in 1982, when FNWSU schools first
considered the adoption of an outcomes-based apiroach,
they did not consider its application to populations with
disabilities.

In 198', a new FNWSU mission statement emerged
from discussions among parents, teachers, administrators.
board members, and civic groups. It stated:

The schools of the Frarddin Northwest Supervisory
Union believe that all children can learn that which is
conskkred important for them to learn, given appropri-
ate support1 resources, and time.

Subsequent compatible mission statements were developed
in each of the five districts of the FNWSU.

The FNWSU and individual school district mission
statements served a number of purposes. First, they helped
communities to define their purpose in terms that spoke to
the needs of not just some, but all children. Second, in
formulating the mission statements, professionals and
community members had the opportunity to dialogue
together about beliefs and possible goals. Third, the mission
statements provided a "standard" with which discrete
educational practices could be evaluated.

Incongruities between the mission and practice emerged
and many of our practices were challenged including ability
"tracking" at the secondary level and "readiness" first
grades. The most striking incongruity was our practice of
segregating stutknis based on the type and reverity of their
disabilities or educational Challenges. lf we truly believed in
our mission statement that all children could learn given
appropriate time and resources how couid we justify
sorting out some students and sending them away to
segregated area programs rather than educating them in age-
appmpriate classes of their neighborhood schools?

Initially, the discussions regarding our segregation
practices were somewhat academic and abstract. However.
the discussions becsune concrete as we examined the effects
of segregation in relationship to the attainment of our stated
"desired student outcomes" for all children, which included:

Outcome 1: Development of a good self concept. As a
result of participating in Franklin NW schools all students
will feel competent and positive about themselves as
learners. The process of education should enhance not
diminish one's feeling of self worth.
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Outcome 2: Developnient of appropriate social sias.
As a result of participating in Franklin NW schools all
students will develop the necessary social skills which
will enable them to pasticipate fully in school, work, and
home life.

Outanne 3: Development d higher level cognitive
skills. As a malt of participating in Franklin NW schools
all students will learn well. progress in the curriculum to
the givatest extent possible, and learn to be independent,
self-directed learners.

Thmugh our self-examination we discovered a number
of disturbing things. First we saw the children who attended
the regional pingrams climb on the same school Imis as their
neighborhood peers and siblings each morning. disembark
at the neighborhood school, and wait in a "special" section
of the playground until the "special" bus took them away to
their out-of-district program. Once on the special bus, they
traveled up to 45 minutes with other children deemed
appropriate for segregation to a school for the children of a
community other than their own. We decided to ask children
attending regional programs and their siblings how they felt
about this routine. Consistently, they responded that it was
diminishing, humiliating, and embarrassing. Clearly, this
practice violated our first student outcome that schools
should enhance children's feelings of self-worth.

A more in depth look into the regional classes revealed
that some "mainstreaming" opportunities were provided for
the students attending the area classes. However, they were

... for a group of our children with
disabilities, the practices we employed

clearly violated our stated mission.

minimal, and they were not with children from the students'
home schools and communities. Consequently, the primaiy
models of age-appropriate social skills for students in the
regional classes were the adult special education staff and
otlwr children with disabilities in the mom. Thus. FNWSU's
segregation of students with disabilities effectively denied
them opportunities to achieve our second desired student
outcome of social skill development.

Finally, our practice of segregation was viewed in
relationship to our third stated desired outcome of develop-
ing higher level cognitive skills. Special classes had the
capacity to employ special techniques to teach specific
skills. Unfortunately, our review of the literature led us to
believe that the specialized capacity of segregated programs.
in fact, had negative effects on students. Specifically, the
teaeher-directed instructional methods commonly employed
in special classes encouraged student dependence on others
(i.e. the teacimrs and paraprofessionals) rather than the

development of wlf-directed, independent learning, and
higher level reasoning and ptoblem-solving skills. This
issue became alarming to us when we began to consider
how tlw dependent relationship fosterec; in a segregated
model might contribute to a life-long poem of dependence.

Shifting Toward Inclusion

This self-examination process caused the FNWSU
community to conclude that, for agroup of our children
with disabilities, the practices we employed clearly violated
our stated mission. We were faced with three options. We
could modify our philosophy and mission so it did not
address all children, we could learn to live with and ignore
the discrepancy between our values and practices, or we
could change our practices. The majority of teachers,
administrators, and community members who pondered this
dilemma decided to initiate a planning process that hope-
fully would facilitate a change in practices so that students
currently segregated could be educated in a manner consis-
te- . with our stated mission and philosophy.

The shift toward mime inclusive educational practices
within FNWSU were stimulated by the development of
mission and outcome statements and changes initiated in
general rather than special education (i.e., the adoption of an
outcomes-based model of instruction). However, other
factors facilitated the system's change. namely a) the access
to knowledge and technical assistance, b) advocacy for State
funding changes to support inclusive educational practices.
c) our actual learning experiences in bringing children back
to their home schools and classes, and d) the adoption of
collaborative teaming practices among school personnel.

There have been a great number of important lessons
learned as a result of having created a "fully inclusive
system." The most important for me are the following three:

You are never realty there. While the FNWSU schools
represent some of the earliest and finest examples of
inclusive education, there continues to be a need for
growth and improvement. It takes continued staff devel-
opment, openness to and exploration of new ideas and
methods, and a constant renewal of the belief that it is
vitally important for all children to live and learn together.

Teaming Is the key. When a planning team is working
well it can address virtually any issue. I have visited and
studied programs throughout the United States and
Canada committed to the provision of fully inclusive
education, and the one common denominator is they all
use teams for planning, problem solving, and program
implementation. It is the configuration of a team. with its
diverse representation of perspectives and multiple
sources of creativity, which allows us to deal with the
diversity and complexity of the needs represented in
classes that include all children.

Evolution, continued on page 21
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The Power of One
by Terri Vanderrook

Dear Friend
Thank you for helping me in my life and for comforting my family in my death.

Remember what I have taught you. I love you.
Good Bye,
Catherine

The above was a note received by some of Catherine's
closest friends after her death on December 15, 1989.

Catherine may have touched
your life previously through
Cath, less, Jules, and
Ames...A Story of Friendship
featured in die Fall 1988
IMPACT, or through The
McGill Action Planning
System (MAPS); A Strategy
for Building the Vision which
highlighted Catherine's
MAPS session and was pub-
lished in the Fall 1989 issue of
JASH. This article, The
Power of One, provides yet
another demonstration of how
this one small ten year old girl
has exerted great power and
influence over so many
people. It is a tribute and
thank you to Catherine, as
well as a reminder and chal-
lenge to all of us that as indi-
viduals, each of us has the
power to make a positive dif-
ference in our world.

I first met Catherine when
her team was working to more
fully include her as a member
of a third grade class in the school she attended. The team's
approach had been primarily what has been referred to as
"the teacher deals approach", i.e., establishing a relationship
with classroom teachers and striking okals to gain access to
general education classrooms and activities for a child with
disabilities. Toward the end of that school year, Catherine's
team made a decision to use the MAPS process to more sys-
tematically inerease her involvement in the third grade
classroom. The MAPS planning provided a very hopeful
and positive beginning, but following that initial planning
and subsequent implementation, the eaPeetations and vision
of Catherine's team greatly expanded. The majority of
Catherine's team members concurred that her needs were
not being most appropriately met by a model of "partial"

Catherine (center) wbh her
Ekmentaty Saga, Jessica, .1

membership in the general education classroom. The

memory of Diane, Catherine's mom, placing a copy of Bob
Perske's Circle of Friends
book in the center of the table
and quietly saying, 'Ibis is
what Catherine needs and what
I want most for her" remains
very vivid in my mind.

On September 4, 1989,
Catherine began life as a fourth
grader at Cherokee Heights
Elementary School in St. Paul,
Minnesota (you could see the
school's flagpole from her
bedroom window). On De-
cember 15, 1989 she left this
werld as we know it.

The test of this story illus-

.. trates how in four short
months, Catherine deeply
touched the lives of many
children and adults in her new
school community. Following
are excerpts from letters that
Catherine's classmates wrote to
her on the day that she died, as
well as a note to Catherine's
family from the parent of one
of her classmates and fro 'n her
teacher:

best friends at Battle Creek
stile, and Amy.

"I think you should know that I am so sad that you left me

and the class." Chris

a "I did not want to end this right at this moment. I feel
terrible and all of us are sad. h will not be the same
without you." Dere"

"We are all going to miss you. You touched our lives and
we touched your life." -- Chris

"You meant a lot to me and all the kids in this class.
Some of the kids let out their feelings by crying. We all
will miss you." -- Amanda
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miss you very much. I'm in grief with others in my
cia5s. You will be remembered always in my heart. You
will be remembered always. I cared about you a lot in my
&art " -- Jolene

"We really loved you and we wish you were still here with
us today. I hope you could just come back with a snap of
someone's fingers." -- David

"You meant a lot to me and I'm gratefid to you. I really
love you. I'm glad you had the chance to be with us. We
are ail going to miss you but most of all I will. I liked to
see you rocking in your chair listening to Anne Murray. I
love you!!" Sara

"On the first day of school I saw you and thought you
were really preny. I was hoping you were gonna be in my
class. Today's been one of the saddest days of my life."

Heather

"I bet evermne liked you in 4th, 5th, and bth grade. I bet
if everyone met you they would like you too. I'm sony
that you died. You were a sweet girl, you never bothered
anyone. I will always remember you Catherine, you gave
me something to think about. I really, really miss you
Catherine. I don't know how you got Ren syndrome, but I
sure wanted you to get better." Amanda

"We really miss you and hope you're back We liked you
to be with us. We're going to miss you. Everybody wants
you to be back. You make us happy. Our lye is empty
without you in your chair at school." -- Samol

"We care so much about you. I hope you had a good time
with us. Cause I had the time of my life with you."

Shenie

"We will miss you a lot and we all have sadness for you
because we had the friendship and we all love you and we
wish you were back again." -- Hun

"I wish you were still here cause now I can't see a nice
person like you in tlw morning cause when I saw you l'd
smile. But now I can't. Catherine is a shining rose, looks
as pretty as a rose and smells like one too and always
will." -- Elizabeth

"Everyone is crying and saying things won't be the same
with you gone. We won't be the same. You gave us a lot.
You gave us respect for handicapped people, love for
others, and showing people you don't need words to make
friends." -- Karen

And from the parent of one of Catherine's classmates:

"Everyday if Jolene were to tell me a story about school,
it was about Catherine. She said "Mom, everybody loves
Catherine." I cannot tell you about any of the other kids
in Jolene and Catherine's class. Jolene only spoke of
Catherine. On Friday Jolene told me her last Catherine

story. While I only met your daughter once, I felt I knew
her well. Jolene's class was truly special and chosen to
have Catherine. Jolene and her class gained a great deal
from Catherine. You had a truly special child She will
be greatly missed." Jill

And, lastly. from Catherine% fourth grade teacher

"If the worth of a person's life is juilged by the affect they
had on others, Catherine's presence will be felt for a
lYetime in the hearts of many people. I speak not only for
me but all the children she came in contact with. She
fostered a deep caring and love, but maybe a longer
lasting affect will be the understanding and compassion in
the hearts and minds of everyone who came in contact
with her. She, more than any other nudent I've ever had,
belonged to not just you alone, but to everyone who came
in contort with her and who loved her." Gwen

Illustrated here is "the power of the powerless."
Catherine did not possess power in the traditional sense of
the word, but it cannot be denied that she had a positive and
powerful influence over those who knew her. There is a lot
of discussion in tlw educational community these days about
outcome-based education. One of the seven outcomes
specified in Minnesota's proposed outcome-based gradu-
ation rule is "to understand diversity and the interdepend-
ence of people." Listen again to the things that Karen
credited Catherine with having given to her classmates;
"respect for handicapped people, love for others, and
showing you don't need words to make friends." Those
words indicate more than an undervanding of diversity and
interdependence. To me, they demonstrate a celebration of
diversity and intenlependence! There will be some gradu-
ation outcomes that can be learned from a book, there will
be others that must be experienced. Those who shared
school life with Catherine experienced an educational
opponunity as of yet not available to all.

Dear Catherine,
Thank you for helping me in my We. You provided

such a Joyous and hopeful vision of children learning
together. You asked me not to forget what you taught me.
Don't worry little friend, the lessons you taught were very
powerful, I'll not forget! I Lye you.

Good Bye,
Teni

Terri Vandercook is Director, Inclusive Education
Programs, for the Instinae on Community Integration,
University of Minnesota.
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10 Strategies for Change

Plungers, Followers, Joiners, and Wailers: A Lesson from Nature
by Terri Vandercook Charlene Bell. and Jennifer York

Change is a constant, a fact of life that most of us wish
were not true. The status quo is so comfortable, something
we know and have learned to handle - both the positive and
the negative aspects. Change introduces the unknown, it is
unsettling and involves taking iisks. Given a choice, most of
us will choose, either consciously or unconsciously, the
status quo. Frequently, there is no real choice about whether
or not to change. There are always choices, however, about
how to engage in and respond to change.

Inclusive school communities welcome and support the
belonging, participation, and leaning of all children in the
school they would attend if they did not have a disability
label, as members of general education classrooms with their
same age peen and as full participants in school life. The
concept of inclusion embraces all children, including those
with the most severe disabilities. Adherence to the philoso-
phy does not deny that many children have unique needs and
will require extra support, but encourages educators and
family members to work together to provide that extra
support in typical school and community environments,
rather than in separate places. As you might well imagine
and as many of you are painfully aware, a change in educa-
tional philosophy and service provision of this magnitude
creates mom than a bit of high anxiety! The story of a colony
of young penguins who were faced wan a large change in the
way they were used to living is used to illustrate the varied
reactions that penguins, and people. may exhibit when con-
fronted with change.

Thirty little penguins began their lives being pretty much
equal to each other. certainly they all dressed alike. And
they experienced similar childhoods. They lived in the
shadow of a towering ice wall, quite a distance from the
waters. All their food was supplied to them by their parents
with clock-like regularity. Being so protected and fed. th.ey
had plenty of time flr play and exploration. The little
penguins enjoyed lifr and felt quite secure.

One day the parents of the little penguins realized that to
continue to feed, protect, and shelter their children from ltfe
was to do them an injustLe. The parents went 4, as always,
to search for food But on this particular day they did not
return. This marked the beginning of transferring responsi-
bility for life from the parents to the link penguins.

The 30 little penguins in the colony had not anticipated
sucha !ire altering event and cenainly had not been pre-
pared for it. They paced up and down the beach, looking ctff
in the direction taken by their parents. They continued to
await the arrival of their food After all, lee had been quite
predictable up until this point. ltwas difficult for the little
penguins to get on with anything constructive . They stared
into the distance, waiting for life in its familiar form.

This is true fur all of us when life changes. Whether it's
a sudden trauma or an anticipeeN1 change, there is always a
perie4 of grieving for what was, a time of denial and anxiety
before attempting to move on. Interestingly, not all of the 30
penguins reacted in exactly the same way. Some became
plungers. Others were definitely followers. Some became
joiners, while others just wailed. Sound familiar? Let's take
a closer look.

The Plunge's

As the little penguins continued their pacing. four of
them finally decided to take some action. These four sepa-
rated themselves from the others, never looking back They
waddled off toward the towering wall. After scrambling to
the top where they'd never ventured before, they plunged
enthusiastically into the water! After the plunge into the
water, these four leaders found that. lo and behold, they
could swim! In the unfigmiliar waren, they also discovered
all the food they would ever need for the rest of their lives.

We are likely to see the same mutts in any group of 30
people faced with change. There are about four who grasp
the reins of leldership and move forward into the future. The
four plungers exhibit many of the characteristics we associate
with leaders. When faced with change, they move forward
because they:

...have a vision and choose to take action. In the video-
tape, Discovering the Future: The Power of Vision, Joel
Arthur Barker discusses and illustrates how a positive vision
of the future is essential for providing meaning and direction
to the present, empowerNg us to solve problems and accom-
plish goals. Barker states that "Vision without action is
merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time.
Vision with action can change the world." The plungers
believe it can be done! They are the individuals Margaret
Mesd referred to when slw said. "Never doubt that a small
gmuL thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world, indeed it's the only thing that ever has."

...are willing to take risk& The plungers understand that
growth involves They acknowledge their fear and
anxiety regarding change but are able to move beyond that
fear, to engage in a plan of action intended to move them
toward their vision.

...focus on solutions and not on proMems. Our thoughts
are powerful, what we think about is brought about. There
are only two attitudes to choose from. One is negative. The
other positive. Everyday we make a decision about the
attitude on which our minds will focus. Plungers develop a
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vision, they live it, they see it, tImy expect to make i, happen!

...have the enthusiasm and energy needed to move
forward. Each of us can have a powerful influence: on
others in either a positive or negative manner. Plungers tend
to etr.anate positive vim and vigor. Their sphit is not damp-
ened by phrases such as; "It won't work!", "We tried that 10
years ago". or "It costs too much money!".

...have an awareness that their security is internal, not
external, True security comes from within, knowing who
you are, where you are going, and why. This awareness
allows individuals to release any attachment which might
::nrede forward progress.

'1'he Followers

The remaining 26 penguins were still pacin g on the
beach and getting hungrier and hungrier by the minute.
Soon sLr of the remaining 26 pulled away froni the group. As
they cautiously moved away, looking back to who they were
leaving behind, these followers responded to that spirit in
their little bodies that propelled them forward. They too
approached the wall and scrambled to the top, although a
little less assuredly than the plungers. As they stood at the
top huddled together, they looked forward in hopes ofseeing
the plungers. then they covered their eyes not wanting to see
what they were about to do. Instead of plunging into the
water with the enthusiasm of the first four. they merely
leaned forward and allowed themselves to falL Soon after
entering the water, they, too, found food and discovered that
they could swim.

In the group of 30 penguins, there were four plungers
and six followers. Again, not dissimilar to what would most
likely happen within any group of 30 human beings. Thank-
fully, there are always those who folk,* in the path of others
who blazed a trail before them. Followers are not risk-takers
to the same degree as plungers. They need to be more
certain that things will turn out okay. Followers are essen-
tial, however, to operationalizing the vision. They can
concentrate on the necessary tasks before them and often
have the commitment and skill necessary to realize the
vision. These followers are the so called "worker bees," the
unsung heroes, little would be accomplished without them.

So, 10 of the 30 penguins chose to take action as
plungers or followers. They chose to get on with their lives,
instead of spending time waiting for things to get back to the
way they were.

I The Joiners

Finally, nine more pvinguins left the ranks. As they
moved away, they walked backwards, afraid to lose sight of
what they were leaving behind. In doing so they became
confused, having no clear sense of direction , waivering
between joining the first 10 and remaining behind. A few

spoke up and said; "We have a big problem, 1 think we need
to for rn a committee to discuss our situation." There are a
great many penguins who just love to tal about problems.
Amazingly enougk this penguin committee ofjoiners did
arrive at two unanimous decisions. First, it was decided that
none of the penguins would go over the walL After all, they
had not seen hide nor hair of the first 10 who had taken that
mute. Therefore, they must be dead! The second decision
was that they would 2* undertake that which they couldsee
was safe. So this groap of penguins trudged over to a nearby
porta As they reached the pond, they tentatively wiggled
their little feet into the water. Once assured that it was safe,
they eased their bodies into the pond. This group likes to
11,1Wks4e-

These penguins must see it to believe it, or hear it from
the top. They want assurances and guarantees. These indi-
viduals (as the name implies) like to be part of a group and
desire personal attention. Their attention-seeking focuses on
efforts to support the status quo and undermine new ways of
thinking or conducting business. They operate under the
illusion that if they hang on long enough and don't risk too
much, things will eventually return to the way they were.

III The Wailers

Now there are still I 1 penguins left on the beack It
seemed likely they would starve to death, because by this
time they were mighty hungry and disgruntled. They never
really joined forces or banded together. Instead, they wan-
dered aimlessly around in isolation, waiting for something,
anything, to come along and rescue them. Lo and behold,
something did come and rescue them! The tide came in and
washed these penguins into the water. They never really had
to do anything to find food. They simpy wolfed for the tide to
come in!

You would think these penguins would be ecstatic to find
their problem solved with no effort on their part. Opportu-
nity for good in life came to these penguins through no fault
of their own. But no! Once in the water, these penguins did
not pursue food. In fact they turned their bodies toward
shore and scrumbkd back to land. They stood on the beach.
glaring at the water a; d expounding Aar plight. "The, tide
was four days late. Where was it anyway? Heck, it wok us
where we didn't want to go in the first place." Well, if we
don't want this to happen again without our permission, then
we'd better get organized. We need to protect ourselves."
As a result, these little wailer penguins organized themselves
in order to protect themselves from the inevitable tides. They
wished to maintain the status quo and protect themselves
from the very thing which fed them!

The wailers are a group that spend a lot of time wonder-
ing what happened. They often want little, if any, ownership
in the process of change and feel victimized by the decisions
of others. They wait until after a direction has been

Nature, continued on page 23
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Interpersonal Skills for Effective Collaboration
by Jacqueline Thousand andRichard Villa

Within the school restructuring movement, collaborative

teams and teaming processes have come to be viewed as

vehicles for inventing the solutions which traditional
bureaucratic school structures have failed to conceptualize.
Collaborative team structures bring togetherpeople of
diverse backgrounds and interests so they may sham knowl-

edge and skills to generate new mthods few individualLing

learning, without the need far the current dual systems oi

general and special education.
It is not enough to merely assemble a group of individu-

als to form a collaborative team. For a collabrnative team to
function effectively, members must know and use small

group interpersonal skills that facilitate collaboration. Of
course, people are not born with group interaction skills, nor
do these skills magically appear when needed. Additionally,
few adults have had the opportunity to receive the kind of
instruction and practice in small group interpersonal skills

that many of our children and young adults now receive in
schools and colleges in which cooperative group learning

and partner ler..-ning structures are routinely employed (Villa
& Thousand, 1992). As a consequence, many newly formed

school-based collaborative teams will include individuals
wlm have never been required to work as part of a team, and.
therefore, lack the collaborative skills to do so.

The good news is that collaborative skills can be

learned, and that learning how to collaborate is not much
different from learning how to play a game, or ride a bicycle

built for two. The team creates opportunities for members to

see the need for the skills, learn how and when the skills
should be used, practice the use of the skills, and discuss how

well they are using dx skills (Johnson, Johnson, Holubec, &

Roy, 1984).

Determining Needed Co:laboradve Skills

Interpersonal skills in trust building, communication,
leadership, creative problem solving, decision making, and

conflict management have been identified as important to the

success of collaborative team efforts. Four levels of social
skills that team members use at various stagesof group
development (Johnson et al., 1984) are:

Forming: initial trust building skills needed to establish a

collaborative team.

Functioning: communication and leadership skills that

help manage and organize team activities so that tasks are
completed and relationships ate maintaimed.

Formulating: skills needed to stimulate creative problem
solving and decision making, and to create deeper compre-

hension of unfamiliar information.

Fernantlog: skills needed to manage controversy and
conflict of opinions, search for mom information (e.g.,

obtain technical assistance), and stimulate revision and

refinement of solutions.

Individuals on a collaborative team will be at a variety

of different levels in their collaborative skills. However, it

can be expected that in the beginning, newly established
teams will need to focus on the fonning skills, which (a)

build trust and facilitate members' willingness to sham their
ideas, resources, and feelings and (b) ensure that team

members are present and oriented to working together.

As the team continues to meet, members will need to
practice theirfunctioning skills. The most effective commu-
nication and leadership behaviors at this juncture are those

that help team members to send and receive information, to

stay "on task", to discover effective and efficiun work
cedures, to create a pleasant and friendly work atmosphere.
and to encourage team members to assume individual
responsiblity for effective team work rather than expecting

someone else (e.g.. the principal, the specialist) to do it.
The fonnulating skills allow for high quality products

and productivity. Teams will want to explore and receive
training in specific models or mthods ofdecision making

and problem solving such as brainstorming (Osborn, 1963)

and Fames' (1988) creative problem-solving process.
Performance of fermenting skills is evidence that col-

laborative team members have succeeded in recognizing con-
troversy and conflict as opportunities to uncover divergent

perspectives for the purpose of creating new solutions. Tht
competence and confidence of individual team members in
handling conflicts increases as a function of a positive
attitude toward and an appreciation for differences of opinion

within the team.

II Structuring the Practice of Collaborative Skills

Knowing what a particular collaborative skill looks and

sounds like and why it is important in no way guarantetz that
members will know how to or choose to practice and
subsequently maga the skill. Three assumptions relate to

the practice of interpersonal skills within teams. The first
assumption is that other team members are critical to skill

development. Their rapport and feedback determine whether
skills are practiced correctly and often mush to be per-

formed naturally and automatically. The second assumption

is that peer pressure from team members and administrators
to practice collaborative skills must be balanced with support
for actually doing so. When unskilled team members (e.g., a
dominant person. a person afraid of speaking, a person who
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fails to cany out homework, a person who fails to understand
ideas) are present, other team members are responsible for
communicating both "We want you to practice this specific
collaborative skill" and "How can we help you?" Con-
versely, each team member must learn how to identify and
ask for support in practicing collaborative skills. A final
assumption is that there is a direct relationship between the
frequency cf collaborative interactions and the number of
team members with highly developed interpersoual compe-
tence. Further, the more skilled the team members, the more
productive and fun team meetings will be.

ln effective teams, members talk about and understand
their norms, the group's common beliefs about appropriate
behavior for members. ;hey structure time to agree upon a
written list of group norms or rules and discuss how, when,
and why they should be applied. During the discussion, the
team should not only identify desired behavior, but define
and offer examples of the behaviors and share reasons wh,y
these behaviors are so important to their group's functioning.
Nomis ate important to groups because they help to equalize
the influence among group members. Both timid and
powerful members gain from setting mumally agreed-upon
norms because they bring regularity and control into the
group without any one person having to apply personal
power to direct interpersonal interactions. Some typical
norms include: "Everyone on the team should participate",
"We should start and end meetings on time", "We should use
first names when addressing one another", and "We should
not use foul language."

When a kern member's behavior becomes incessant and
distracting to the group, direct confrontation should be
initiated. If it is judged that the individual who is going to
receive the negative feedback will positively respomt any
team member may initiate the feedback process. If, how-
ever, it is judged that the individual will be embarrassed or
angered, or that the feedback will escalate the behavior, a
supervisor or a team member who has a positive relationship
with the person should offer the feedback privately.

There are several ways team members and administra-
tors can encourage the practice of interpersonal skills and
norms. First, all members can and should try to model
desired social skills. Second, any team mem6er may stop the
group at any time to describe a needed behavior and ask the
team members to perform it. For example, a member might
say, "There seems to be a lot of interrupting. I think we
need to slow down and listen more closely to what each of us
has to say. How about if we observe a new norm - - after
someone finishes talking, we all count off two seconds in our
heads and only ;peak after that time?" Another method is to
establish group . Ins which are regularly examined and
modified to meet i group's changing interpersonal dynam-
ics. Among these norms should be a "policing" norm which
sets an expectation that members will enforce all other norms
immediately after a violation. Teams may wish to create and
assign a specific role of "norm enforcer" to legitimize and

guarantee attention to norm violations. Enforcement needs to
become as consistent as possible and may require outside
intervention, such as coaching by a supervisor, the arrange-
ment of formal training in collaborative skills for all team
members, or the establishment of collabmation as an ex-
pected and inspected job function (Villa, Thousand, Nolucci-
Whitcomb, & Nevin, 1990). Pediaps the most effective way
of facilitating acquisition is to target two or three specific
collaborative skills for practice during each tem meeting and
to discuss at the end of the meeting how often and how well
members demonstrated the skills.

III Conclusion

It is in regular face-to-face inttrchanges among members
of a tear, that the creative work of teams occurs. Interper-
sonal skills for collaboration are important elements of an
effective team process. Teams that are successful con-
sciously work to build capacity in interpersonal skills of trust
building, communicatkon, leadership, creative problem
solving, decision making, and conflict management. Teams
that can learn to give support mul feedbmk to members
regarding the development of these interpersonal skills are
sure to improve team effectiveness. Moreover, as adults
demonstrate these skills, they are valuable models of collabo-
ration for stutkmts who will be the future citizens of the
highly complex and interckpendent 21st-century global
community to come.

Note: This article h extracted and adapted, with permisslon,
from a chapter, Collaborative TeamsA Powerfal Tool in School
Restsuctsaing,to wpear in Villa, R., Thousand, J., Stainback,

& Slainback, S. Essinninciatilussiinnatarscilys
414, tql '

stagb. Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Pubibhing Co. (P.O. Box
10624, Baltimore, MD 212115-0624).
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Creative Problem-Solving: Not Just for Adults
by Michael F. Giangrero

As neighborhood schooling and general education class
placement for students with disabilities continue to expand, a
common problem facing educational teams is the design and
implemeotstion of learning experiences that will meet the
widely differing neeils, abilities, and learning :tyles of the
students who are gmuped together. This can be especially
challenging since some students with disabilities have
instructional objecthies that differ extensively from those of
their classmates without disabilities. In some Vermont ele-
mentary schools, an innovative problem-solving approach
has been field-tested with ptomising results. This approach
is based upon the Osborn-Parnes Creative Problem-
Solving Process (Parnes, 1988), known as CPS.

The CPS process, developed by Alex Osborn (the person
who coined the term brainstorming) and his colleague,
Sidney Fames, has been used in the edwstion of students
labeled as gifted, and in other fields sue. 1:advertising and
business. The process consists of six maj. lages:

The Mem: Identifying a general problem from a variety
of potential challenges.

Fact Finding: Gathering information about the Mess.

Problem Finding: Restating the problem and clarifying it
in a way that encourages idea generation.

idea Finding: Generating many ideas as potential
solutions to the priblem in an atmosphere that defers
judgement and encourages playfulness.

Solution Finding: Evaluating the potential ideas based on
set criteria to select solutions.

Acceptance Finding: Refining selected solutions, devel-
oping an action plan, taking action, and recycling through
the CI'S process.

Based on field-testing in general education classes, vari-
ations of CPS have been specifically leveloped to address
the needs of students with severe disabilities (Giangreco,
1990). For example, one third 7ade class was preparing a
mural as a culminating activity to their social studies unit on
cities. The teacher divided the class into four small groups
of five students each. One group included Betty, a girl with
intensive educational needs. The tewher assigned each
group a different part of the city to draw and paint. Using
cooperative group skills the class had practiced throughout
the year, each group was asked to reach a consensus about
what would bc included in their respective parts of the city
and to decide who would be responsible for drawing or
painting each part. Each group also had to coordinate with
every other group so that when finished dre four pieces could
be joined together to form a large mural of the city.

To streamline the CPS process, the teacher defined and
Fesented the instructional challenge (Mess and Problem
Finding), and gave the students the objectives and directions
for dm activity (partial Fact Finding). The teacher asked the
class, "How can we make sure that Betty has ways to
participate in this activity?' Mark said, "She's up there in
her wheelchair and we're here on the floor with this big
paper, we could get her out of her chair and bring her down
here with us." Kam suggested, "It's good for Betty to have
her arms moved and I know blue is her favorite color. We
could help her hold and move the paint brush to paint the sky
and water." Janet added, "Betty could help carry our list of
ideas to the other groups so that we can see how our parts
will fit together." Justin said, "I like music when I paint; I
think it would be cool if Betty used her switch to play some
music on her tapeplayer while we work together." "Hey, that
makes me think, maybe we could have Betty tape our list
[rather than) writing it!" commented Joe.

When provided with the oppommity Betty's classmates
were able to generate a variety of useful ideas. Without
formally considering the educational implications, the
students adeptly generated ideas that were consistent with
their own needs and that addressed some of Betty's educa-
tional priorities (e.g., activating switches, accepting assis-
tance from others) and instructional management needs (e.g.,
range of motion, repositimting). Using thic, varietion of the
CPS process offered classmates an effntive problem-solving
process and greatly enhanced Betty's inclusion in the class.
Furtimmore, use of creative problem-solving to facilitate in-
structional inclusion of students with special needs can con-
tribute to the sense of group cohesiveness among class mem-
bers as they develop shared ownership and personal invest-
ment in their classroom. Other variations of CPS have been
developed to facilitate general education inclusion for stu-
dents with disabilities. The CPS process offers exciting pos-
sibilities for tapping the creative abilities of all team mem-
bers, children and adults, in the development of inclusive
classroom communities.
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The Classroom Is "Where It's At" for Commmication Services
by Cathy Macdonald

The value of providing communication interventions
within "natural contexts" as a means to facilitate the iwqtisi-
don of functional communication skills has been recognized
by speech-language therapists for some time. For in:taine, it
is clearly of greater relevance sri interest for students to
learn to name outdoor clothing items in the context of drm-
sing for recess than through instruction which uses pictures
of coats, hats, and boots as a part of a structured training
session in an isolated therapy room. As we enter the 1990's,
speech-language therapists are moving even farther on the
LRE continuum to v:eliver communication services in general
education classrooms to nudents in natural contexts of
classroom curriculum, activities, and routines. This requires
a shift in contexts and priorities of commwacation interven-
tion as well as a shift in role for speech-langaage therapists.

When speech-language therapists provide services for an
individual in a general education ClaSSTOOM, this shift m
context eaables them to; "(a) observe and assess how the
student Land other studen'A functions communicatively and
socially in the regular classroom, (b) describe the student's
communicative strengths and weaknesses in varied educa-
tional contexts, and (c) identify which cunicular demands
enhance or interfere with the student's ability to function
commtm,.eatively, linguistie.dly, and socially." (ASHA,
1991). Students with communication needs have much to
gain from receiving speech-language ieterventicst which is
integrated into daily classroom routines ane activities. When
die classroom is thought of as an environment which
provides excellent opportunities for communicating with
same-aged peers doing age-approgriate activities, the
efficacy of facilitating communication development in the
classroom over the therapy room is obvious. In a classroom-
based therapy model, students learn communication skills
while ! micipating in meaningful ways in their class' school
day. For students with severe disabilities, it is helpful to use
the communication demands and opportunities in general
education classrooms to structure assessment and interven-
tion relnicd to students' participation in class. Examples of
5ocial and communication coinpetencies a therapist could
facilitate for such students in the classroom setting are
interacting with peas, intercting with the classroom teacher,
using social greetings and farewells, using expressions of
politeness (e.g., please, thank you), participating in joking
and teasing, making choices and indicating preferences,
asking questions, following directions, wienting toward the
speaker or listener, securing listener attention before commu-
nicating, taking turns communicating in a conversation,
giving feedback, using appropriate gestures and body
language when interacting with others, using appropriate
language/vocabulary/topic of conversation, and using

II

intelligible speech (e.g., volume, rate, articulation)(Rainforth,
York, & Macdonald, 1992).

Integrating communication interventions into general
e4utation settings allows students to increase their functional
communication skills without being "pulled out" of the
classrxim, avoiding periods of separation which often further
isolate those students with poor communication skills from
their classmates. Instead, students with communication
needs remain in the classroom with the constant benefit of
peer models, most of whom are better communicators.

The shift in the therapist's role from direct service
provider to primarily a classroom consultant working with
the teacher, the student and classmates, requires bed skill
development in terms of collaboration and consultation and
logistical changes in scheduling to allow the therapist time to
observe and work with students and teachers in a more
flexible manner than in mom traditional service models.
Block scheduling, or the allocation of longer periods of time
in various learning environments, has been utilized success-
fully by some therapists providing serrice in the classroom in
ordtr to spend adequate time with students and teachers that
:equire support, input, and/or assistance. Speech-language
therapists attend to students' communication objectives by
integrating interventions into the rich learning opportunitiel
already available in the general education classroom.

The collaboration that occurs between the speech-
languags tiitrapist and the classroom teacher is an additional
benefit of brinug communication senices into the class-
room. Effective collaboration does not occur through mere
coexistence in the same environment. However, as the
thew; learns about the classroom curriculum, routines, and
activitia, and the classroom teacher learns more about
students' communication abilities and needs in the class-
room, true collaboration can be realized. General educators
and speech-language therapists increasingly realize their
shared responsiblity to meet the full scope of educational
needs for students, including those for communication.

Speech-language therapists who provide communication
services in the classroom setting, with all of the rewards and
challenges that this entails, are finding that the classroom is a
powerful natural context which can foster communication
growth and development in students as an integral part of the
general educational process.

Nate: Reprints of thls article with tall citation are available
trans the author.
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Promoting Social Inclusion Beyond the School Community
by Brian Abery

Over the last decade, students with disabilities, their

patents, and the professionals with whom they wait have
made significant rcogress toward the goal of educational
inclusion. General and special educators am collaborating at

an unprecedented level to design and implement inclusive
educational programs. School systems are beginning to
accept such programming as a basic right to which all
students are entitled, and we are becoming more adept at
creating the "systems" change that is a prenquisite for the

success of inclusive educational programs. However, the
goal of full inclusion within the community is far from being
attained. Conversations with parents and youth who have
panicipated in inclusive school programs suggest that, as far
as inclusion within the broader community is concerned,

...educational programs are a necessary,
but not sufficient condition for the

development of social relationships and
friendships beyond the classroom.

educational programs are a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for the development of social relationships and
friendships beyond the classroom. Students with disabilities
have commented that even when they develop social
relationships with peers within the school setting, it is
relatively rare for these associations to carry over into the
community. Parents have expressed dismay that their
children have not developed friendships within their neigh-
borhoods. This sccial isolation and lack of connection with
the canmunity seems to be especially true for students with
disabilities at tire junior and senior high school levels. It is,
however, a situation that affects not only persons with
disabilities, but also many rmth without disabilities and
contributes to the great numbers of students who "drop out"
of the educational system prim to graduating.

Achieving full inclusion, in a societal as well as an
educational sense, is a complex process akin to putting
together a patchwork quilt. In order to achieve an outcome
that is more than merely functional, but a vibrant work that
will endure in the future, a large number of diverse pieces of
material must be worked into a complex pattern. Individual
pieces, while important, also augment the whole. While a
single individual can make a quilt, it is often preferable for
such an endeavor to be a group effort. Working together, the
group is often able to obtain much greater diversity in the
fabric of which the quilt is composed, creating a more
interesting overall pattern with greater depth.

In creating a quilt, each person involved contributes

material and labor, and the gmup as a whole must agree on
the pattern or plan that will be used. While the quilt is in its
initial stages of &velopment, it is functional for those
involved to swat on separate pieces independently. How-
ever, at later stages, as the individual pieces of the quilt are
woven together, collaboration is necessary if the overall
pattern lesired by participants is to be achieved. If coopera-
tion does not occur, or the group has no overall plan/pattern
to follow, the end result is likely to be a hodgepodge.

Full participation in the daily activities of the general
education classroom prepues dame with and without
disabilities to functimt in integrated educational settings and
activities. This is a goal that, in and of itself, is extremely
important Students with and without diszbilities repott
learning a great deal front such interaction: not only about
their peers, but about themselves. However, such program-
ming, is unlikely to be sufficient to lead to the development
of friendships within the neighbruhood and community.
Rather, it creates the potential or seeds kw such relationships.
UnleSS collaborative affiliations are developed with commu-
nity service organizations and avenues are cultivated through
which to nurture relationships outside of the school setting, it
is untealistic to expect that desired outcome will occur.

Over the past two decades, developmental prychologists
have conducted extensive research on friendship develop-
ment In general, the literature inrlicates that children and
youth tend to become friends with peers who are close in
proximity, have had similar experiences, and have similar
intevests. In addition, studies have suggested that the longer
two individuals maintain a friendship, the more similar they
become in their interests, attinules, and beliefs.

Inclusive educational programs save an important
function in that they have dramatically increased the proxim-
ity of students with and without disabilities during a signifi-
cant patron of the day. Put simply, students with disabilities
who attend regular classes within their home schools have
better access to their peers. Because of the degree of
structure inherent in the typical school day, however, this
increased proximity may not always translate into expanded
cffortunities for social interaction and the development of
friendships. This appears to be especially true in junior and
senior high school environmatts. In addition, as fchool
systems implement community-based curricula, youth awl
young adults with disabilities find themselves spending
increasingly greater amounts of time in the community away
from the school contexts and their peers. Without the chance
to socially interact for extended periods of time, youth
without disabilities often remain unaware of tin gifts that
students with disabilities have to offer.

It is also important to remember that a lack of physical
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proximity is but one of many barriers to friendship develop-
ment. Unless students with disabilities gain access to the
same community experiences as their peers without disabili-
ties, and unless proximity is increased during after-school
hours, over the weekend, and during vacations, social
relationships developed in school are Rely to remain, at
best, on an acquaintanceship level. Opportunities to access
the same conununity expmiences as peers without disabili-
ties play a crucial role in friendship development for
child= and youth with disabilities. Without such access, it
is unlikely that individuals with disabilities will share
common interests with their peers, develop similar belief
systems. or be perceived by their peers as similar. If one
has not been able to participate in little league, go to rock
conceits, or attend school/community dances, there will also
be little for participants to discuss when opportunities for
social interaction do present themselves. This results in a
dilenuna for many persons with disabilities who, while
interested in attending such activities, typically face many
barriers that prevent such participation. Inadequate trans-
portation services, an unifmmed general public, and the
limited number of inclusive recreation and leisure programs
available in many communities all hinder the efforts of
children and youth with disabilities to fully participate in
community and neighborhood life.

One approach that has unenvied to facilitate youth with
disabilities learning to overcome such baniers is the
Community Inclusion RI:gram, a joint undertaking of the

Opportunities to access the same
community experiences as peers without

disabilities play a crucial role in
friendship development..

University of Minnesota's Institute on Community Integra-
tion and several school disuicts within the Minneapolis-
St. Paul area. Working with students with disabilities and
peers who serve as facilitators, this program provides
support for youth with disabilities to participate in a wide
army of age appropriate community activities that present
opportunities for interactions with peers. Participants not
only gain access to areas and programs within the commu-
nity in which they were previously unable to participate, but
learn how to collaboratively overcome barriers to commu-
nity inclusion when they do arise.

Just as important as the skills learned by students with
disabilities are the opportunities dm program affords for
students who serve as facilitators and others in the commu-
nity to discover and appreciate the unique :fts of persons
with disabilities. One facilitator, Nancy, learned the basics
of :ending braille from one of the young women with whom
she worked. Todd, another facilitator, who was new to the
metro area, discovered the finer points of using the area's

mass transit system from a student with a disability who had
recently completed mobility training. Deborah received free
"tutoring services" when the young woman far whom she
facilitated proved much MOM adept at learning the crocheting
technicuies taught in a community mlucation class the two
took together.

It is quite unlikely that these talents could have been
adequately demonstrated cw appreciated within a school
setting, whether segregated or inclusive. Our communities
provide many rich and varied avenues through which
individuals can learn, grow, and contribute.. Our data
indicate that participatice in community-based programs has
led, in many instances, to increased empowerment and feel-
ings of autonomy for participants with and without disabili-
ties. As an example, several individuals with disabilities who
received the supped of community inclusion facilitators over
the past year have asked to receive the instruction necessary
to function as facilitators themselves in the coming year.

Irmlusive educational programs and "special" projects
such as the Community Inclusion Program will not, in and of
themselves, be enough to significantly enrich the social lives
of children and youth with disabilities. Standing alone,
neither is sufficient to allow children and youth with disabili-
ties to reir.h the goal towani which we all aim: full inclusion
in the community. Providing a chance few students with
disabilities to interact socially with their peers and learn how
to remove/minimize bathers that often prevent them from
gaining access to conununity environments in which the
opportunity exists for social interaction is just one piece of
the complex quilt that must be created if full inclusion is to
become a reality. Collaboration between families, educators,
park and recreation personnel, and the staff of other conunu-
nity organizations must increase if youth with and without
disabilities are to have opportunities to experience the
community in a manner that enhances the development and
maintenance of social relatimiships.

While inclusive educational programs, integrated
recreation and leisure projects, and inclusive community
programs have helped to build the initial pieces of the "quilt,"
it is no longer functional for those involved to work on their
separate pieces independently. We have reached a stage
where continued progress will be made only if time is
devoted to conceptualizing how to best weave together the
individual inclusion programs that have evolved to this date
so that synergistic relationships devek, (Le., programs build
upon each other in a coordinated fashion such that the impact
of the whole becomes greater than the sum of its individual
parts). This process will be necessary, not only to facilitate
tlw increased social inclusion of students with disabilities, but
to create environments for all children that are tnily commu-
nities of love and caring.

Brian Abery Ls Project Director, Community Inclusion
Project, Instinae on Coninuanity Integration, University of
Minnesota.
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All Means All...Even the Yes-But and Whadabout Kids
by Marsha Forest and Jack Peatpoint

Our belief is: "ALL MEANS ALL!" No buts about it.
Still we hear a litany of buts that are international in nature:
But...we're too small.., we're too big... we don't have the
budget... we don't have the community support... we don't
have the training. But ivally means, I don't want to do it, or
I'm not willing to figure out a way to do it! But is an excuse
word. There are no excuses for losing the numbers of
students who are presently being kicked out, pushed out, or
dropped out of our schools.

The people in the system need to show students that
they really care. Words like love, compassion, caring, and
helping need to replace words like control, testing, and
behavior management. What better way for any system to
start than to welcome ALL students into its schools and
classrooms and to stop sorting kids into little boxes labeled
with various acronyms? Some of the kids wlw challenge
systems the most are colloquially labeled the "Yes-But" or
"Whadabour kids. The remainder of the article introduces
you to three such kids and their respective school communi-
ties that accepted and overcame the challenge.

Annie

Bill Gillenwater is the primipal of Scott Elementary
School in Greeley, Colorado. He decided in February, 1990,
to close his special education rooms and move all the
children into their age-appropriate homerooms with the
necessary supports going to the classroom teacher. To some
this was heresy and lunacy; to most it was simply a practice
whose time had come. From Bill's diary, he recalls: "I
believed that moving to a fully inclusive school was really a
civil rights issue. I didn't feel we could make the needed
change by putting this up to a staff vote. In my mind, the
rights of children were clearly being violated at the school
in which I was principal. We couldn't wait an additional 20
years to correct this."

On August 20, 1990, new and historic general educa-
tion class lists went up at Scott elementary. Included were
several Yon-But kids, but one really stood out Julianne,
known to those who love her as Annie. Annie was a small,
frail and beautiful child. For years, Annie and her family
had been shuffled from program to program in search of the
magic-bullet without success. Annie's parents simply
wanted their daughter to go to school with her brother and
sister. They wanted Annie to have friends, to have a chance
to be a little girl.

In this school of 620 pupils, there was a small but vocal
minority of parents and teachers who did not want Annie
around "There are special places for kids like her," said
one parent. "Children labeled autistic and profoundly

retarded don't belong with or near my son," wrote another.
In Bill's diary was recorded: "I felt that 1 must be truly
hearing what school principals in Mississippi heard in the
1960s. We've come so far and yet not moved an inch as a
progressive and okmocratic society. I won't be intimidated
by this vocal mincalty!"

Bin and the Lawence family rode out this negative
wave. They had a great deal of support from friends all OveT
Colorado and indeed from all over North America. They
needed it. The most important support, however, was
provicht directly by Annie's classmates. To the children,
Annie was not a child with challenging behavior, a case of
mental retardation or autism. To these children, Annie was
just another kid, just a frierd.

On January 26, 1991, the Laurence's decided to have a
pizza party for Annie. They invited all of her classmates.
They thought maybe six would show up. To their shock and
delight, 35 People showed up children, families, friends.
Norm was happy to run for mote pizza. "Never in our
wildest dreams did we think so many people would come,"
said Norm and Ellen.

The last words in this story go to Annie's wonderful
teacher, June Griswold and her third grade class at Scott
Elementary School. They were asked. 'What advice would
you give others who are thinking about inviting students
similar to Annie to their schools?"

"Tell the teachers that all kids act more normal if they are
with their friends."

"Tell everyone to treat all kids like regular kids, 'cuz like
all kids are like regular kids."

"Having Annie here has made rne feel better about
myself."

"Annie makes us all feel happy. Without her we wouldn't
be the best class that we are with her here with us."

"I learn more when Annie's around. She makes me feel
like I belong, too."

Sam

Brian Cullen is the energetic principal of St. Francis, an
elementary/middle school in Kitchener, Ontario, with over
350 students. Brian decided in 1987 to close his segmgated
special education classes and move 17 students from self-
contained classes into the regular education stream. His
philosophy is straightforward: "Nothing is impossible if you
have the commitment to educate all kids. You just have to
work harder, problem solve, and find the right combination
of supports so that kids can learn in natural settings. Some
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principals still think it's okay to -eject and separate kids. I
just don't hold that philosophy. It is not okay to reject
anyone. Another school would have recommended a
psychiatric residential treatnlimt facility for the two boys I'm
talking about. But we decided they belonged at our school
and we'd do everything possible to make them welcome."

Sam was described as a child with developmental
handicaps who was nonverbal and whose behaviors made it
difficult for him to learn or get along with others.. He came
to St Francis from a distant residential treatment center for
people with psychiatric pmbkms. Sam had lived there for
four years. Initially, he went for "an assessment." He ended
up living there. He is now in a group home and goes to a
regular high school. Brian explains the initiation to Sam at
school: "When he came to our school, we knew very little
about him. He simply showed up. Our first step was to get
to know On his second day at school, lw defecated and
started throwing feces around tfw room. Kerry Gorman, a
great teacher, called me on my beeper for the first time in
four years. Together. we cleaned the kid up, put It m back
together, and continued the rest of the day. That afternoon
we had a major planning meeting."

There is no doubt Sam was one of the Yes-But kids. But
for Brian, there was no doubt that Sam had to stay. It mver
entered his mind that Sam should go anywhere else. Brian's
first concern was to pull together a team of teachers. An-
other critical support for Sam was his Circle of Friends
facilitated by Keny. Brian remembers the first few weeks:

We figured this was a really neat challenge. We never
had a kid like Sam before. We had to set up a system to get
rid of this behavior. We were also worried about chunks
of the chy when Sam got involved in unsafe activities.
He'd run into the street and lie in the middk of the road.
He'd dive in puddles of mud. One other annoying problem
was that Sam would slap other kids. We were wonied.

There was no shower in the school so we used . pail
and sponge. We had to dress for Sam's bad times, so we
got big lab coats from the shop teacher and we wore boots.
This was messy stuff. We think Sam really enjoyed people
washilig him so we switclu:d to teaching him to clean
himself, which he eid. This of course took longer. He
would dump the pail of water so we got him a mop. We
never resorted to punishmeat. We needed extra clothes
and that's about it.

I can't believe how the other kids reacted. They were
disgusted at fast, but they were really sensitive. They
were never mean, in favt, they were actually getting closer
to him because they felt so badly for him. It was surpris-
ing but not one parent complained and believe me, they all
heard about Sam.

It took a good three months before we noticed any real
change. but by the end of the year the defecation paublem
had been eradicated, Sam didn't run in the street very
often, and he didn't slap anyone well hardly ever."

At the eighth grade gteduation ceremony, Sam gin his
certificate and the biggest round of applause of any student.
Brian credits %vita was done to an intuitive sense about what
is right and just for all kids. He says: "I don't even think
about it anymote. You can take as many courses and
wmtshops as you want, but somewhere along the line it all
comes down to a gut reaction about what to do that is
respectful to the youngster in question and safe for everyone
else. It's the right thing to do. That's it. This kid is still
really a big challenge. We didn't cure him. We did what we
could do."

III Len

Another Yes-But student at St. Francis was Len. Len
came with several labels: multi-hamlicapped, communica-
tion disorder, trainable mentally retarded and severe behavior
disorder. Brian called Len "VP" (for Vice-Principal)
because he spent so much time in Brian's office refining his
confrontational skills. Behavior was the big issue. Len had
been shunted from class to class. He had already been
kicked or.. of four or five others schools for his "antisocial,
aggressive behavior." Reports said: "Len is too behavior
disordered for the trainable retarded class and too retarded
for the behavior class." This would have been funny if it
weren't so tragic. He was also called a "non-reader with no
interest in academics." When he arrived at St. Francis, he
was 1 1 years old. He was placed in lie regular grade five
class, along with the other 11 year olds.

Len used really foul language to the teachers. He would
swear like crazy. Then a miracle occuned. For six weeks
there was not one incident in the regular grade six class.
Joan Marsh, another amazing teacher, showered him with
love and gave him the impression she was crazy about him.
However, in the seventh week he freaked out! He was back
in my office, but this time there was a real difference. I
could talk to him this time around. He cooled down quicker,
was more rational, and wanted to get back to classroom. I
asked him, "What's happening? What's the matter?" His
answer floored me. He said, "I really like grade 6, Mr.
Cullen, but I can't fucking read." He could have blown me
over with a feather. I was so moved. He finally told us
something he really wanted to do. None of us had ever
thought of Len reading. "Well, you better get back and learn
to read. We'll teach you right away!" The special edwation
resource team figured out that Len loved oceon (robot
puzzles). They went shopping that evening and GOBOTS
became dm initial step in Len's reading and writing program.

Len is now in high school and is reading at the grade
four level. He can read announcements on the public address
system and is doing well. He isn't perfect and he isn't cured.
He has good and bad days, but he's still at school and he hes
changed dramatically.
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Question, continued from page 1

scores of Jane's third grade classmates on a standardized
achievement test, the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
(C113S), given to all third graders in this school district at the
end of the school year were analyzed and competed to their
peers in the school's other third grade classes. CTBS scores
for individual students in Jane's classroom were matched
from spring 1987 and spring 1988 and then compared with
scores of students in the two other third grade classrooms.
Jam's classroom had 21 students with 1987 and 1988 data
while the two other classrooms had a total of 37 students
with data from both years. Statistical analysis reveal no dif-
ferences between the two groups of students on the basis of
their standardized academic achievement scores.

New York: Inclusion and Severity of Disability

Christine Salisbury and her colleagues in the Collabora-
tive Education Project, a cooperative venture between the
State University of New York at Binghamton and the
Johnson City Central School District, studied the impact of a
phased-in inclusion program in the district's two elementary
schools: Harry L. Johnson Elementary and Lincoln Elemen-
tary. The project compared California Achievement Test
(CAT) reading and negth scores for the two elementary
schools in Johnson City firm 1985 to the present, pre- and
post-inclusion.

In 1986, students with mild disabilities returned to their
home school and received services from district personnel.
These students had previously been served out of district
through the Board of Cooperative Educational Services
special education structure. In 1987, five early elementary
age students with severe and profound disabilities were
returned to their home district and were based in a self-con-
tained classroom at Harry L Johnson Elementary. A high
proportion of their time was spent in general education class-
rooms and activities. Since 1989 students with mild to
profound disabilities have been enrolled in age appropriate,
general education classrooms at Harry L., making this school
an inclusive context. The second elementary school, Lincoln,
integrates children with mild-moderate disability labels in
various Axial and academic settings.

Using 1985 as a baseline year, data on the average CAT
reading and math scores by grade indicate no significant
difference between Harry L. Johnson Elementary School
(where students with mild to profound disabilities attend) and
Lincoln Elementary school (where only students with milder
disabilities attend). These data are based on 420 students
without disabilities at Harry L. and 313 students at Lincoln in
grades 1-3. Data represent only SCOTTS generated on sturknts
without disabilities. Preliminary analyses of data on individ-
ual students suggests that the presence of peers with severe
and profound disabilities does not inhibit rate of achievement
in leading and math.

Michigan: First and Second Year Impacts of
Inclusion

A series of studies conducted by Barbara LeRoy and her
colleagues at the Center for Inclusive Education examined
the effect of the first and second year of the inclusion of
students with disabilities in general educetion classrooms in
the Saline (Michigan) Area Schools. During the 1989-1990
school year, 10 students with disabilities were welcormd
back from center-based programs to general education
classrooms in the Salim Area Schools. The students had
moderate to severe disabilities and ranged in age from 5-12
years old. All stuthmts received the majority of their
educational instruction in the genera education classroom.
During the 1990-1991 school year. Saline continued to
provide inclusive education services to these 10 students and
welcomed an additional first grade student to the program.

The data reported here relates specifically to the effect
of inclusim on the academic performance of a sample of the
general education students in the integrated classrooms. The
Gates-MacGinitie for Grade 1 and the California Achieve-
ment Test for Grades 5 and 6 were the standardized test
scores used. The scores of students in the inclusive class-
rooms were compared, using t tests, to the scores of students
in same grade classrooms not attended by students with
disabilities. Results of paired comparisons indicate no
significant differences in outcomes on the standardized
measures between the inclusive and control classrooms.

III Minnesota: Rural Inclusion

Since 1989 the Rum River Special Education Coopera-
tive, located in rural central Minnesota, has undertaken
efforts to fully inclede a number of elementary age students
with moderate to severe disabilities in general education
learning environments in their respective home schools.
During the 1990-91 school year, a study designed to investi-
gate the effects of inclusion on the academic performance of
classmates was conducted by Mike Sharpe and John Knight
of the cooperative, and Jennifer York of the Institute on
Community Integration, University of Minnesota. There was
a total of 146 students involved in tM study. Thirty-seven
were in the experimental group ( i.e., they woe classmates of
included students during the 1989-90 school year) and 109

'students compeised the control group. The control group was
defined as dm 1988-89 ( the school year prior to initial
inclusion efforts) classmates of the students who were in
classes with students with moderate to severe disabilities
during the 1989-90 school year. The dependent variables
were the SRA Survey of Basic Skills composite scores,
reading total, language art total, and mathematics total; the
Houghton-Mifflin reading series book placement level; and
grades on student report cards in the curricular areas of
reading, math, spelling, conduct, and effort. Pre-test and
post-test SCOTT comparisons between the experimental and
control groups reveal no significant differences.

37
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The results of these four studies provide preliminary
empirical evidence that the academic achievement of class-
mates of children with significant disabilities is not being
adversely affected by inclusion. Additional and longitudinal
studies should be conducted to address the question further.

The inclusion of children with disabilities is not
intended to solely benefit them. It is important, then, to
examine the impact of inclusion on all the children in a
school community. This is done not for the purpose of
detemining whether a child should be included, but rather
to ensure that the manner in which the child is included
results in a quality education for all children.

Terri Vandercook is Director, inclusive Education
Programs, Institute on Community Integration, University of
Minnesota. Jenmfer York is Assistant Professor, Educational
PsychologyInstitute on Community Integration, University
of Minnesota. Mike Sharpe is Program Developer, and John
Knight is School Psychologist, Rum River Cooperative,
Cambridge, Minnesota. Christine Salisbury is Associate
Professor, School of Education and Human Devekvsnent.
State University of Nov York-Bingharruon. Bw-bara LeRoy is
Inclusive Education Coordinator, Center for Inclusive
Education, Detroit. Elizabeth Kozleski is Assistant Professor,
School of Education, Univenity of Colorudo-Denver.

Evolution, continued from page 7

System wide inclusion is very different than student-
spedfk integration. Many schools today are being
asked by patents and others to provide integrated
educational opportunities to children even though an
integrated approach is not endorsed system-wide. In the
FNWSU inclusion and diversity are allowed and
understood as the mission of the schools, system-wide.
Consequently, it is rare to hear FNWSU personnel ever
talk about whether or not regular class placement is
appropriate. When issues arise, as they invariably do,
the focus is on solving the problem rather than chal-
lenging the appropriateness of a student's placement.
System-wide versus student-specific approaches to
inclusive education require a deeper commitment to the
principles of inclusion. In a system committed to
inclusion, students' transitions from grade to grade and
school to school occur systematically and routinely; in
schools where inclusive placements are a unique
student-specific phenomenon transitions can be prob-
lematic. Without a broad commitment to inclusion for
all students, new participants in a student's program
must be brought "up to speed:" it is like starting over,
year after year. Finally, a systems approach differs from
an individual approach in that inclusion is a concept
attached to a larger effort. WIxin specific Innovative"
practices are introduced to support tlz larger effort (i.e.,
general school reform or adoption of an outcomes based
model) they are more likely to be embrazed and endure.

Effective Schools for Everyone

North American schools are being challenged to
improve and become MOM effective. For some. "effec-
tive" means preparing graduates to be competitive in the
world economy' for others, "effective" means higher
overall scores on standardized tests of achievement.
People of the Franklin Northwest Supervisory Union

system chose to interpret "effective" in terms of social
justice; that is, they saw that a community could only
consickr its schools effective if the schools were effective
for everyone, including students with the most challenging
needs. The vesy act of culling out Rime students (e.g.,
rInse with disaLlities and labels; those who may ad-
versely affect aggregate achievement scores) precludes a
school from being eligible for consideration as effective.

The commitment of the Franklin Northwest Supervi-
sory Union to restructure to address the diverse needs of
learners emanated from the belief that the needs of each
individual child justifies the allocation of additional
resources, resttucturing of programs, and the provision of
a genuinely individualized educational plan. Certainly, the
schools of FNWSU still are far from perfect; they will
always have a distance to go to meet the needs of all
children as well as they would like; but they are commit-
ted to that end. They recognize that programs need to
change in response to children rather than having children
fit into existing programs. As the schools of FNWSU
experiment with more ad hoc structures, engage in
ongoing staff development, and continue to involve
parents as full members of planning teams, they will
develop new approaches and solve 41eVi problems so that
children can grow and learn together. The hope for the
future is bright As children grow and learn together, they
will enter into adult life with values that speak to the im-
portance of differences, and the nature of interdependence,
support, and friendship.

An espanded version of thh article, including citations,
appears in R.V111a, J. Thousand, W. Stainback, & S.
&abbot* ieds.Rio Prtot). Blancludnakundoslad
dr001hteldnialkaiLialhainidtalittzaideitiatating
kshmagenesnascbsels, Baltimore: Paul IL Brookes. (P.O.
Bon 10624, Bahhnore, MD 21280-0624).

Richard Schamnan is Research Associate in the
Depamnent of Special Education, University of Vermont,
and former Director of Special F..duration for the Franklin
NW Supervisory Union in Swanton, Vermont.
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What Do We Teach in Inclusive Learning Environments?

What we teach may appear to be our greatest challenge
when educating stmlents with disabilities in typical classes
and activities. How do we promote active participation in
functional learning tasks for all learners? How can cunicu-
him be adapted or changed to meet the needs of all students?
Help is on the way...

California Research Institute (in press). liklogres
miumainclinkillillaMBILSIbilatafta- San Frandsco:
San Francisco State University, California Research
Institute. A manual developed through a national network of
50 full inelusion sites. Examples of curriculum development
and adaptations included. For information contact Dotty
Kelly, California Research Institute, San Francisco State
University. (415) 338-2959.

Colorado Effeedve Education Model (in press), Cur:
thadmiudaplatimunimisil Denver: Statewide Sys-
tents Change, Colorado Effective Education Model. A
manual that provides cunicular adaptations across subject
areas, K-8. Entries by general educators. For information
contact Colorado Department of Education, (303) 866-6706.

Rainforth, B., York, at/ & Macdonald, C. (hs press).
00111213111111
Integraling.tbszaux_ant edusatinz. Baltimore, MD: Paul
H. Brookes. A book containing strategies for developing
integrated programs for students and fox stnicturing collabo-
ration opportunities for team members. Especially empha-
sized is the integration of OT, Fr, and SA. therapist expertise
throughout educational programs. For information contact
Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., (800) 638-3775,

Stainback, S., & Stainback, W. (1992). cuffing=
cratikkradesaandusinsiannammaidlitalbs
komiggiotnilalugent& Baltimore: Paul H. Brooke& A
commhensive overview of curricular issues in inclusive
education. For information contact Paul H. Brookes Publish-
ing Co., (800) 638-3775.

Busweis, B.E. & Schaillser, C.B. (1991). Opealstg doors:
Strategkahriadmihmulnthatuithshallitawain
regnigudicading. Colorado Sprinp, CO: PEAK Parent
Center, Inc. A practical guide describing how inclusion
works and how pap its and edmators can make it happen.
Each chapter highlights issues often raised by educators and
parents. For further information contact PEAK Parent
Center, Inc., Integration Project, (719) 531-9400.

Ford, A., Schnorr, R., Meyer, L., Black, J., & Dempsey,
P. (1M). The Syracwe SINOMUIftalitMettiallikit

dea. Benham*: Paul IL Brookes. A comprehensive guide
that provides a curriculum based on social integration in
which programs are designed that facilitate the imlusion of

children with disabilities and foster their valued membership
in the school and general community. Fa- information
contact Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., (800) 638-3775.

O'Brien, J., Forest, M., Snow, J., & Hashury, D. (1939).
ik11liailifilltalt1nliLligralibIllanili1lli4 li-141-N4rallk
ing_shildreLzilkaccialmtdalihastaktslassrows-
Toronto: Inclusion Press. A manual containing wactical
strategies for building inclusive school communities. For
information contact Inclusion Press, (416) 658-5363.

Williams, W., Fox, T. et al. (ISNK
Eissramikalgafiedes. Unpublished manuscript,
University of Vermont. The series is comprised of four
manuals to assist families and educators in designing and
implementing individual programs for students with severe
disabilities in integrated classroom and community settings.
For information contact Center for Developmental Disabili-
ties, University of Vermont. (802) 656-4031.

Institute on Community Integration Publications
The following publications may be ordered by contacting

the publications office, Institute on Communhy Integration.
University of Minnesota, (612) 624-4512.

Collaborative teamwork: Working together for full
inclusion. A brochure discussing the structure of collabora-
tive teams and how they work in supporting the inclusion of
all children in their home and school communities.

Integrated School Communities for Students with
Severe Disabilities: 10 Reasons Why. A brochure present-
ing 10 reasons why educators and families are working to
build inclusive school communities.

Integration Checklist: A Guide to Full Inclusion of
Students with Severe Disabilities. A checklist of parame-
ters to facilitate the membership. participation, and learning
of students with disabilities in general education classes and
other integrated school settings.

Strategies for full inclusion. A collection of papers
presenting strategies for integrating elementary md secon-
dary students with severe disabilities into general education
classes. Included are strategies for building based change,
IEP development, MAPS, and facilitating inclusion in
general education class activities.

Learning together: Stories and strategies. A collection of
success stories and effective strategies emanating from the
inclusion of children in typical home, school, and community
environments.

Inchndve Education for Learners with Severe Disabili-
ties: Print and Media Resources. A 64 page guide to
journals, books, manuals, reports, newsletters, videotapes.
and other inclusion-related materials .
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Nance, continued from page 11

determined and then criticize the idea and organize against it.
Those who introduce a new way of thinking are labeled as
unrealistic, stany-eyed dreamets and are often accused of
being ungpreciative of all the hard work and thought which
preceded the current way of doing things. You cannot sell
your vision to these iralividuals because their primary
interest lies in trying to preserve the status quo and protect
themselves from having to do or be anything different.
Change is just too scary few these folks. Because they are
primarily concerned with how change will impact them
personally, the only potential for gaining their support is to
demonstrate how the change might benefit them.

This story well illustrates what happens to us with
regard to the choices we make in life. Take a moment to
consider the options available to the little penguins in the
colony. To which group do you identify with regard to the
issue of inclusive education? Admittedly, the penguin story
is simplistic and people do not neatly fall into one of four
categories or necessarily remain there. Responding to
innovation or change is a developmental process. All of us,
even the plungers, go through phases such as wanting to
know how this is going to affect me? Some go through those
phases more quickly, and are more readily able to embrace
new ideas and move them forward. Many factors impact
people's tendency to plunge, follow, join, and wail, depend-
ing upon the change they are confronting, as well as aspects
of their lives which have little to do with the specific
innovation. There will be times and issues in each of our
lives where we might accurately be labeled a plunger,
follower, joiner, or wailer.

Lastly, a word to the plungers associated with develop-
ing more inclusive school communities. The importance of
the penguin story lies in understanding the existence of
people's differing reactions T,o change and using that infor-
mation to work as constructively and positively as possible
with each individual and group. In that regard, we offer a
few finr.i thoughts:

Remember that the resistance to change demonstrated by
people is designed to protect the resistor, not to attack those
initiating change (Karp, 1985).

Recognize that you will encounter a few individuals who
have engaged in such an extended period of negative
thinking that a condition called martyrdom has taken over.
Beware of trying to convince them to change their minds.
These are individuals who have chosen to be convinced
about their own lack of choices.

Keep in mind, and more importantly, help others to keep in
in mind that developing effective educational systems to
support children's learning is an ongoing process. Hopefully,
we are continually westing to improve upon past practice.
That does not mean that past practice was bad or wrong, only
that all things can be improved upon. Framing inclusion in

this way may help folks to understand that inclusion is an
evolution, and not a revolution.

Don't lose sight of your own positive traits; having a
vision, being willing to take risks, focusing on solutions
versus problems, being enthusiastic Aral energetic, and
recognizing that your security is internal, not external.

Keep your sense of humor and put "have some fun" on
your agenda every day.

Circle yourself with at least a few friends and collegues so
that you have a safe haven in which support and celebration
are both realized. The relationships you develop in this
change process will add great meaning and depth to your life.

Never lose sight of the children. Include them in the efforts
to become a more inclusive school community. They are
often some of the most creative, energetic problem solvers
on the team. Remain focused on the vison of children
learning together. Once you've 4xperiehced the power arni
magic of that vision in actior, you will feel atiliz...za,
knowing that tk plunge wr.s worth the effort!

Terri Vandercook is Director, Inclusive Education
Progrums, Institute :In Community Integration, University of
Minnesota. Clrelene Bell is a psychologist, educator, and
consultant it: Des Moines, Iowa. Jennifer York is Assistant
Profesrar, Educational Psycholog)VInstitute on Community
fategration, University of Minnesota.

All, continued from page 19

Conclusion

The families and school personnel for these three kids
had fears, but they persisted and triumphed. They have
shown what is possible. None of these schools had extraor-
dinaty funding or staff. They were ordinary schools doing
extraordinary education for all children. They had principals
who were leaders with a vision and mission to educate ALL
children. They are still the exception, but with such leader-
ship this could one day be the norm.

In a delightful twist of logic, the education system
NEEDS these children the most The Yes-But and Whad-
about kids are the very people who may restore spirit and
meaning to our communities, nurnue our sanity, and salvage
our survival as a race of caring human beings. What we do
and how we treat the students we call Yes-Buts and Whad-
shouts tell us about who we are as people, as professionals,
and as a nation. Our values come clear in our reaction to
these very students. They are the barometer of my values
and our vision. There are no "Yes-Buts," no "Whadabouts."
Just kids - KIDS who BELONG TOGETHER.

Marsha Forest and Jack Pearpoint are Co-Directors of the
Centre for Integrated Education and Community, 24 Thome
Crescent, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Mbli 255 .
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